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The Hon. J ohn H enby Dunn and Walteb McKenzie v. 
Robert J ohn Turner.

Dmd—D w riftim  • /  land convtyed.
An oblong tract of land so by too chains, containing 200 acre*, was subdivided 

into smaller loti, with a lane laid out and staked, as was supposed, through 
the centre of the tract, which it really was according to the (hen underwood 
boundaries of the aoo acres. Part of the tract lying 10 the east of the laile w u  
sold and conveyed ; and in the deed of the pan so sold, reference was m«H* to 
a plan which shewed the lane as laid out through the centre of the whole tract, 
and the said lane was therein declared to be the western boundary of such piece. 
And in the same deed a right of way was granted to the purchaser in and over 
the said lane or way; being 83 linlu in width, “ and which said way is already 
staked and laid out for the benefit of the occupier* of the said Int." After* 
wards it was discovered that the eastern and western boundaries of the whole 
300 acre lot, as of all the lots adjoining, should lie more to the west than was 
lormer!y supposed ; and that, if therefore those boundaries were shifted to 
their proper placet, ax bad been done by the owners of adjoining lots, the lane 
as originally laid out and staked, could not still continue to be in the centre of 
the lot when shifted. Held, in an action of ejectment by the purchaser of the 
piece to the east of the lane, that his western limit could not extend beyond 
the east side of the lane as staked out before the execution of the dee.1.
This was an action of ejectment brought by the plaintiffs 

to recover possession of the following property, situate in 
the township of York in the coosty of York, being composed 
of part of the lot number twenty-seven, in the second con* 
cession from the bay in the township of York aforesaid; 
commencing on the northerly limit of the public road known 
as the Davenport Rood, on the said lot, and at the intersec
tion with the said limit of the line of old rail fence at pres
ent forming the westerly fence of the said John Henry 
Dunn and Walter McKenzie, and which point of intersec
tion is about eighty feet easterly from the entrance gate of 
the said Robert John Turner, upon the north side of the 
said road; then from such point south seventy-four degrees, 
west one chain thirty-nine links, more or leas, to the 
easterly limit of a certain street or Jane eighty-three links 
in width, agreed upon as running up the centre of the said 
lo t; thence along the said limit of the said street or lane 
north sixteen 'degrees twenty-one minutes, west twelve 
chains sixty-eight links, to the range of the north line of the 
said Robert John Turner's garden fence, thence north seven- 
ty*four degrees, east one chain fifty-four links, more or less, 
to the old rail fence as aforesaid; thence along the said 
rail fence south fifteen degrees'forty-one minutes, east 
twelve chains sixty links, more or less, to the place of 
beginning, and, containing by admeasurement one acre
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DUNN ET AL, Y. TORNEE. 106

three rods and thirteen poles, as shown by the following 
diagram, taken from the one before the court:

8 VOL. III., C.P,
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The said defendant appeared to the action and defended 
for the whole of the said property, and the cause was 
brought down to trial at the last assizes for the united 
counties of York, Ontario, and Peel, when a verdict was 
taken for the plaintiff upon the following admissioos: It 
was admitted, for the trial of this cause, that the plaintiffs 
claimed that portion of land in the above diagram desig* 
nated A and B, in the writ of summons mentioned, and 
above described; and that they were entitled to recover 
the same if, according to the construction of the deeds to 
the defendant of lot number twenty-seven, and from the 
defendant to Adam Wilson of part of the said lot, the lane 
dividing the said lot from north to south be fixed to run 
through the centre of the said lot, and Dot to be fixed to the 
spot where the same was originally staked and laid out 
(without prejudice to any rights in equity any of the par
ties might have): and also that by adverse claim the plain
tiffs have lost a strip all along the east side of their lot, the 
same having been claimed and afterwards settled as a pan 
of lot number twenty-six: that it was then claimed the 
said lot number twenty-seven should go as far to the west 
as the said lot number twenty-six had gone: that the owner 
of lot number twenty-eight consented to the same if he in 
his turn could compel the owner of tweoty-nine to yield 
up as much to him in recompense of what he should lose : 
that the owner of number twenty-eight afterwards recovered 
against the owner of twenty-nine the distance which he 
claimed to be part of his said' lot number twenty-eight: 
that the defendant since the commencement of this suit had 
taken possession of the ground so yielded up by the owner 
of number twenty-eight as a part of lot number twenty, 
seven.

The plaintiffs contended the said line should be removed 
to the centre of the aaid lot.

The defendants contended'that the same should remain 
aa it was originally laid out and staked.

These admissions were only made for the purposes of this 
suit.

A verdict was taken for the plaintiffs subject to the
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opinion of the court upon the said deeds, or copies, or ex
tract of such parts as the parties might agree to be suffi
cient, and upon the above admissions.

Upon reference to the exhibits, they appeared to be the 
following:—

1. The indenture of the -----  day o f   1845, made
under ttye Court of Chancery, by which Thomas B«U and 
others conveyed to the defendant, for the considerations 
therein expressed, lot number twenty-seven in the second 
concession from the bay in the township of York, contain* 
ing 160 acres more or less, as the same was particularly 
delineated and laid down on the map drawn in the margin 
thereof and coloured pink; and also all the road or way 
running through the ccntre of the said lot number twenty- 
aeven, extending from the road running between the first 
and second concessions from the bay in the said township 
of York to the road running between the second and third 
concessions, and which said road or way thereby conveyed 
or intended so to be, was then staked out and divided, and 
was laid down on the said map or plan and therein coloured 
and was of the width of eighty-three links, excepting and 
always reserving out of the conveyance therein contained 
unto the owners or occupiers for the time being of any parcel 
or tract of land, part of the said lot number twenty-«even, 
full and free liberty and right of way and passage with 
hones, carriages. Sic., in, over and upon the said road or way 
thereby conveyed, upon certain trusts therein expressed and 
contained respecting the same, &c.

2. An indenture of bargain and sale dated the 15th of 
October, 1846, consideration 165l. and 5«., &c., recites certain 
other deeds of conveyance of portions of the aforesaid lot 
number twenty-seven, including the deed above mentioned; 
and that Adam Wilson had contracted to purchase those 
parts of the said lot number twenty-seven known on the 
aforesaid plan aa numbers twelve and thirteen on the east 
side of a certain way laid out on the same plan, and run
ning from north to south through the centre of the said lot 
number twenty-seven, containing by admeasurement eleven 
acres and a'half more or less, and more particularly des*



cribed as “ commencing at a stake now planted at the east
erly side of the said lot number twenty-eeven where lot 
number twenty -six in the said second concession and the 
public road running in front of the said parcel number 
twelve on the north side of the said road meet; then 
northerly along the easterly limit of the said lot number 
twenty-seven on a course north sixteen degrees west eleven 
chains sixty-nine links, to a stake; then on a course south 
seventy-four degrees west nine chains fifty links, to the 
way running through the centre of the said lo t; then south
erly along the westerly (should be easterly) side of the 
same way on a course parallel with the easterly side of the 
said lot twelve chains sixty-four links, to the public road 
aforesaid running in front of the said parcel number twelve; 
thence on a course north sixty-eight degrees east along the 
north side of the s&id public road to the place of beginning. 
And also the right of way for the said Adam Wilson, &c., 
and all claiming under him, with horses, carts, carnages, ire., 
and on.foot or otherwise as he or they might think fit, at all 
times and seasons, Ssc., in, over and upon that certain part 
of the said lot number twenty-seven, and running from the 
front of the said lot on the second concession to the rear 
thereof on the third concession from the bay, and being in 
width eighty-three links, which said way is already staked 
and laid out for the benefit of the occupiers of the said lot." 
To bold in fee. 1

It was admitted the> plaintiffs claimed under this deed.
The original deeds and plans therein referred to were 

not before the coart, but only draft copies of the deeds, and 
a plan which the court assumed as correctly corresponding 
with the original in those parts which were material to the 
action.

Wilton, Q. C., for the plaintiffs, contended the first monu
ment called for—via., a stake at the south-east angle of the 
tract—was not planted correctly; wherefore the true course, 
and not the stake, should govern : that it was supposed to 
be placed correctly, but was not: so also, that the lane was 
supposed to be in .the centre of the lot, but wan not; and 
that it was only adopted aa the west boundary of the plain-
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tifia* tract upon that assumption: that to hold otherwise 
would be against the plain intention of the parties; and 
the effect would be to curtail the plaintiffs’ quantity by 
reason of a part supposed to bo purchased by them being 
taken oft' by tbe adjoining lot on the east: that the in ten* 
tion should prevail, and the manifest intent was, that the 
lot should be divided by a lane into two equal parts; and 
the plaintiffs to receive a portion of the south-east half, com
mencing at the south-east angle of the tract: that the in
tent was to transfer a tract nine chaius and fifty links, 
which forms the east side of the lot to the centime laue, which 
waa not done ; and that the general intent should prevail; 
that the artificial boundaries called for do not fulfil the in
tention, and must therefore be overlooked; and mMst yield 
to the plain paramount intention, which ought not to yield 
to false descriptions and misplaced stakes : that the plan 
referred to in the deeds shewed the intention to be as he 
contended—Fewster v. Turner, 6 Jur. 144 ; Lambe v. Reasr 
ton and wife, 5 Taunt. 207 ; Wilkinson v. Malin and others, 
2 Tyr. 544.

Vankoughiut, Q. C., for the defendant, said it was of no 
moment where the description was to begin, for the tract 
was clearly to be bounded and limited, not by a supposed 
central lane, but by a lane already laid and staked out for 
the very purpose of defining the west limit of the east half 
of the lot: that, had the stakes supposed to be at the south- 
•eaat angle of the tract betweeo a chain or two west of it,and 
upon the lot granted, instead of too far east of it, plaintiffs 
would be entitled to all east of it up to the west lot. At all 
events, that the deed aa to intent was to be considered as at 
the time of execution, at which period the stakes were sup
posed to be accurately placed, and were intended to govern; 
and that such intent could not be altered or affected by 
reason of subsequent disputes or discoveries respecting the 
true limits of lot No. 27, and the adjacent lots. Hfe referred 
to Doe ex dam. Miller v. Dixon, 4 0. S. 101; Doe ex dem. 
Murray v. Smith, 5 TJ. C. R. 225 *, Doe ex dem. Notman v. 
Macdonald, lb. U. C. R. 321; Doe ex dem. Oildersleeve v. 
Kennedy, lb. U. C. H. 402; Doe ex deiu. Smith v. Galloway,



5 B. & Ad. 43 ; Scralton v. Brown, 4 M. & C. 485, 505 ; 
Marshal v. Hophins, 15 East. 309; Llewellyn v, The Earl 
of Jersey et aL, 11 M. & W. 183.

M a c a u la y , C. J.—It appears to me the plaintiffs* west* 
erly limits cannot extend beyond the easterly side of the 
lane or way that had before the execution of the deed been 
already staked and laid out for the benefit of the occupiers 
of the lot.

The lot is a large oblong tract of 200 acres of land, being 
twenty chains wide and one hundred deep. This lot was 
tub-divided into smaller tracts to be sold, with a lane or road 
up the middle; and might become the property of many 
owners on both sides of the way, which was to be common 
to alL Each and all were to be bound by it on both sides of 
such way, as already laid out. I t  was supposed to be in the 
centre, and really was according to the then understood 
boundaries of the lot number 27. But it was not, after all 
the lands had been conveyed away in subdivisions accord
ing to the plan, the occupiers, or owners on one side could 
insist upon the lane being altered so as to encroach upon 
the lots on the other aide—all would be liable to disturb
ance at any time within twenty years; and the very ob
ject and precaution of laying and staking out the road, 
as the division between east and west ranges of lots be
fore they were disposed of, would be frustrated and ren
dered useless.

It is not merely a description by reference to a plan , 
which plan is to be applied to the ground according to the 
exact limits of lot No. 27, to be ascertained according to the 
statute 12 Vic., ch. 25. The tracts are described in refer
ence not only to a plan, but to the stakes planted to mark 
the south-east and north-east angles of the tract, and the 
lane and way, which is expressly declared to be the boun
dary of such tract on the west And the right of way 
already staked and laid out for the benefit of the occupiers 
of the said lot is expressly granted by the deed to Mr. Wil
ton, on the 15th October, 1846, in, over and upon that part 
of the said lot No. 27, 83 links in width, which had been so 
ataked and laid out

1 1 0  COMMON PLEAS, MICHAELMAS TEEM, 16 VIC.
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Reverse the case, and suppose the stakes called for *9 
being on the easterly limit of lot No. 27, and at the south* 
east and north-east angles of the tract conveyed, were really 
to the west of that line instead of to the east, could the 
owners of the half lot west of the lane insist upon its being 
moved east upon the owners of the east half; or if not, 
would the plaintiffs be entitled up to the true division line 
between lots Nos. 20 and 27, or would the space between 
that line and the line of the stakes still belong to the defen
dant as former owner of the east half of the lot 1 I  appre
hend that in that event the true division would contract 
the stakes—the predominant intention being to convey 
from the easterly limit of lot No. 27 towards and up to the 
lane in the centre thereof. What the effect of a very wide 
deviation . might be—aa, if the lane was laid out through 
the easterly quarter, or eighth, or sixteenth part of lot No. 
27, divided from north to south—it is unnecessary to con
sider ; but I am not prepared to say it would, in my view, 
make any difference.

McLean, J.—By the deeds it appears that the late Peter 
McDougall had divided the Lot No. 27, as be then held it 
into parcels, dividing the lot by a lane or way from north to 
south, at what was considered the centre of the lot (the lane 
or way being then staked out and marked upon the ground 
eighty-three links in width), and to be used by all parties 
who might purchase any of the parcels of ground adjoining 
i t  Subsequently it was discovered that the line between 
Lota Nos. 26 and 27 had not been properly established; and 
that a quantity of ground, equal in width to what the 
plaintiffs now claim, part of No. 26, wa* included within 
the limit of No. 27 as laid out by McDougalL The owner 
of No. 26 brought ejectment, and recovered the land claimed 
by him. The owner of No. 28 then agreed to give up to 
the owner of No. 27 the same quantity of land, provided he 
could recover an equal quantity from the party in posset* 
aion of No. 29. Having recovered in ejectment, he gave up, 
as part of No. 27, ground of the aame width as that which 
was lost on the eastern boundary : the ground thus given 
up has been taken possession of by defendant, and he holda
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from the lane or way referred or to (he western limit of No. 
27. The plaintiffs seek to recover their proper breadth, And 
there appears to be land enough in the lot to give to all 
what they are entitled to. The defendant, who purchased 
aooording to the division of the lot and the plan of it made 
by McDougall, resists the plaintiffs’ right to recover on the 
ground that, whether they have their complement of land 
or not between the lane or way staked and laid oat at what 
was considered the centre of the lot and the present eastern 
limit, the plaintiffs cannot legally claim the land composing 
the lane or way, or any land beyond i t  The premises were 
all transferred to the defendant under the direction of the 
Court of Chancery, and he was a trustee for such parts as 
were not included in Mb own purchase. As such trustee he 
conveyed to Adam Wilson, Esq., the block or parcel of land 
known as No. 12 in the subdivision, north of the Davenport 
:road and adjoining the eastern limit as it then stood, the 
stakes and boundaries being marked on the ground. The 
deed bean date the 15th day of October, 1846, and describes 
the premises as commencing at a stake now planted at the 
easterly side of the said Lot No. 27, where Lot No. 26 in 
the said 2nd concession and the public road running in front 
of (he said parcel No. 12 on the north side of the Baid road 
meet; thence northerly along the easterly limit of the said 
No. 27, in a course north sixteen degrees west eleven chains 
and sixty-nine links to a stake: then in a course south 
seventy-four degrees west nine chains and fifty links to the 
way running through the centre of tbe said lo t; then south* 
erly along the westerly (should be easterly) side of the same 
way, in a course parallel to tbe easterly side of the said lot, 
twelve chains sixty-four links, to the public road aforesaid 
running in front of the said parcel No. 12 ; then along the 
north side of the said public road to the place of beginning* 
And by the same deed a right of way is conveyed to H r 
Wilson in, over, and upon that certain part of the said Lot 
No. 27 running from the front of the said lot in the 2nd 
concession to the rear thereof, being in widths eighty-three 
links, and which way is already staked and laid out for 
the benefit of the occupiers of the said lot.
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By the deed to the defendant the waj' is granted and 
conveyed to the defendant, and it is therein stated that it 
had then been staked out and divided; and a tight of way 
it expressly reserved to the owners and occupiers for tbe 
time being of any parcel or tract of land, part of the said 
lot No. 27. For the convenience of all parties who might 
purchase any portion of No. 27, the way through the sup
posed centre of the lot was established ; and by the reser
vation in the deed to the defendant all are entitled to enjoy 
i t  That way was staked out and marked on the ground, 
and all purchasers could see the particular ground upon 
which they had a right to pass and re pass to their own 
premises. Their right to use that way cannot now be 
affected by any alteration in the boundaries of the whole 
lot Their way must still remain where originally staked 
out, though it now appears that it is not, aa it was intended, 
in the centre of the lot, and that the description of it as in 
the centre of the lot is a mis-description in the deed. If 
the plaintiffs were entitled to recover in this action, the 
right of way which all purchasers stipulated for would be 
taken from them, and they would have to take another 
piece of ground in liea of it, one chain and thirty-nine links 
further west The parties having acquired a right to the 
particular piece of ground marked by metes and bounds, 
cannot now be deprived of that right; and, however hard it 
may be on the plaintiffs to be deprived of a considerable 
portion of the land purchased by them, especially when the 
land is actually contained in the lot, I do not think they 
can obtain relief in this action. Tbe defendant has more 
than his fair complement of land under his purchase; but I 
cannot see he has any belonging in strictness to the plain* 
till My opinion'therefore is, that the defendant is entitled 
to judgment

Sullivan, J., concurred.
Judgment for defendant

N o n .—On Wodae*d»y, 8th December, 1851, Mr. Wiliem applied for * new 
trial, suggesting that deed* prior to Lho« in evidence, might affect the qoea* 
ttoo of boundaries On the following day Mr. Gwynm, for Mr. McKenzie, 
renewed the application; and Ur. H'iium aiked a nonsuit.—The court ex- 
(vcned themielrel ready to adopt any counc by concent; but otficrwitt
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did not see that the request coaid be granted. Mr. Gwyntu argued tluit the 
defendant w u  atopptd from denying that the tract w u  bounded by a lane 
in the middle of the Jot No. 27 ; and, u  w u  understood, said that if the 
present stakes were noi on the true lines—in other words, if the 
centra of the 83 links as thereby indicated, is not the true centre line of 
lot No.- a7—they were to be disregarded ; and that a lane in the centre 
wherever that might be, is called for by the deed and plan, and could not be 
contradicted or controlled by any expression therein, or by the stakes pre
viously planted, if incorrectly placed, because the defendant is estopped or 
precluded from selling up any lane not in the ccntre, whether previously 
staked out or not. The Chief Justice remarked that if he understood him 
correctly, he did not accede to such a view of the case, but thought the lane 
u  already laid out (which Diqt be assumed and then supposed to be central), 
w u  intended to, and must govern and control. He did not think the defen
dant w u estopped any further than the plaimifls were estopped, and that both 
were estopped from setting up any other lane in any other part of the lot No.
*7 different from that Vrhich had been staked out, and which w u  specifically 
called for and referred to in the deed.—He also observed that he w u not 
disposed to think the plaintiffs concluded by the result of this ejectment under 
the late act, 13 *  14 Vic., ch. 114, sec. 8, any more than under the old prac
tice ; and that, if at all events, the plaintiffs cannot bring another action— 
they might appeal the present one to the Court of Appeal. He said that all 
the facts material to the question were fully stated ; and that he did not see 
that any deed* between other parties u  former bolder* of lot No. 27, could 
aSact, control, or govern the deed from the defendant to Mr. Wilson, to far 
u  respects the question of tbe contract thereby conveyed being bound on the 
west by the way, which at the time of the execution thereof had been already 
laid out for the benefit of the occupier* of the said lot.
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O vens v . D av idson .
S u rttf  Boundary lint f O w B im c jw r j—  Validity of aork done 4 y  tulierdinalt.

BiU, tb it * line run l»y a subonlinata and adopted by tbe principal (aur* 
*eyor) it tbe work of the Utter, and mult be treated u  auch.

2. That il ia by the work u  executed oa tbe ground, and not u  projected 
before execution, or repreaentad on a plan tiurw ardi, that tbe booudarie* 
are to be determined.

The plaintiff complained of a trespass to the east half of No.
3, 2nd concession north of Black river, township of Marys* 
burgh. The defendant pleaded not guilty, and that the dose 
in which, Jcc,, was not the plaintiff’a, contending that it was a 
part of gore A. tn the said township.

At the trial a verdict was rendered for the plaintiff, subject 
to the opinion of the court on the whole evidence.

The plaintiff relied upon a survey recently made by 
provincial land surveyor John Emerson, under the following 
circumstances:

On the 7th of May, 1857, certain inhabitants of the town
ship of Marysborgh, being owners or occupiers of land in tho 
2nd concession,, and nearly all who ware affected by thin 
line, petitioned the municipal council of the township, repre
senting that there was more or less uncertainty or doubt 
about the limits between the rear of that concession and gore 
A. That about 1839 an application was made to the bound
ary line commissioners to establish the limits, &c., of the 
said concession, which in that year was pretended to hare 
been done according to law, but which was informal and 
defective, on account of tbe surveyor employed not actually 
placing a monument at the north-easterly angle of the said
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concession, u  they (the boundary line commissioners) sup
posed from his report he had done, and prayed the oouncil 
to apply to the government to have the same so far surveyed 
as that atone monuments might be placed at the several 
governing points of the said concession, by competent 
authority, especially on the rear of the said concession.

Upon this petition the municipal council, on the 13th of 
June, 1857, resolved that there be a survey made in the 2nd 
concession, north of Black river, in the township of Marys- 
burgh.

On the 8th of October, 1857, the Commissioner of Crown 
lands wrote to Emerson, stating that the Governor-General, 
on the application of the municipality of Marysburgh, had 
ordered the above mentioned survey to be made in accord
ance with the statute 12 Vic., ch. 35, and instructing him to 
perform it. Copies of the plans, field-notes, and other docu
ments having reference to this boundary line were forwarded 
to him for his information and guidance. He was directed 
to make diligent search for, and also to adhere to, the lines 
drawn and posts as planted in the original survey, or legally 
established by the boundary commissioners, and on complet
ing his operations in the field, to prepare plans shewing the 
positions of the permanent monuments he should place. The 
residue of his instructions was not material to the point in 
dispute.

On the 26 th of February, 1859, Emerson made his report, 
in which he stated that he made an examination of the sur
vey Mr. Elmore had made under the authority of the bound
ary line commissioners, and found that Elmore had planted 
some monuments on the front and rear ends of the line 
between lots 12 and 13, in the 2nd concession, thus establish
ing a governing boundary line for the side lines of all the 
lots in that concession; that Elmore planted a stone monu
ment in front of said concession, at the south-east angle of 
lot No. 1. That he considered these threo monuments, which 
were planted by Elmore himself, under the authority of the 
boundary line commissioners, and before he made his return 
of the survey to thorn, to be unalterable, and he was governed 
by them in his surrey of the concession line in rear of the
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2nd concession. He then stated that Mr. J. 0. Conger, who 
in 1839 wu aa apprentice of Elmore’s, averred, that be ran 
the concession line in rear of the concession for Elmore, 
commencing at a post at the north-east angle of No. 12, and 
not at the stone monument previously planted by Elmore at 
the north end of the line between Nos. 12 and 18, and ran 
the line easterly till it intersected the rear of the 2nd con
cession south of the Bay of Quinte, and planted a post; that 
no stone monument was planted on his (Conger's) line until 
July, 1855, when he planted one at the rear of the 2nd conces
sion, between lots 2 & 3 ; that the same stone monument was 
removed to another place, and that on the 25th of August, 
1856, he (Conger) and Elmore planted a stone monument in 
the same place that he would have planted it, if he had done 
it at the time the survey was completed. The report further 
stated that Elmore, finding that Conger did not commence 
.to nm this line at the stone monument planted by him, but 
at a post in tbe rear of the side line between lots Nos. 11 k  
12, in 1854 or 1855, ran another concession line, commenc
ing at that stone monument, easterly till it intersected the 
allowance for road in rear of the 2nd concession south of the 
Bay of Quinte, and planted a stone monument at the end of 
that line, which differed from the line run by Conger, and 
neither line was correct, because “ not parallel to the con
cession line in front of said concession." That the stone 
monument represented on Elmore’s plan as having been 
planted on the rear or north end of the line on the east side 
of No. 1, 2nd concession, was not planted by Elmore or 
Conger, from which he (Emerson) concluded that Conger's 
line, which he ran from the rear of the 2nd concession, was 
not the line established by the commissioners, not having 
been completed at the time the commissioners gave their 
decision, no monument having been planted for many yean 
afterwards. That he (Emerson) considered any survey made 
by Elmore or Conger after the boundary line commissioners 
had given their decision, and after their plans had been 
received, would not be established by the commissioner’s 
authority. That Conger's line not being parallel to the con
cession line in front, if sot established by the authority of
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tbe commissioner*, ia not the correct boundary between the 
2nd concession and the gore ; end Elmore's line ia equally 
objectionable, not having been run so til 1654 or 1855, and 
not being parallel to the front of the 2nd concession. The 
report then Btated that Emerson ran a straight line from the 
•tone monument in front to that in rear, between Nos. 12 & 
IS, and chained its length, 106 chains 30 links, exclusive of 
road allowances. He then ascertained the angle which 
a straight line run from the stone monument in front 
of the line between lots Nos. 12 & 13, to the stone 
monument at the south-east angle of lot No. 1, would 
make with the line between lots 12 & 13, he proceeded 
to the stone monument in rear of that line, and laid off the 
ooncession line for the rear of the 2nd concession truly 
parallel to the concession line in front, and produced the 
line easterly until it intersected the line on the south 
aide of the allowance for road in the rear of the second 

. ooncession, south of the Bay of Quinte, and planted a 
stone monument at the eaat end of that line, and chained 
iU length 190 chains 43 linlu, and then ran the side line 
on the east of No. 1, commencing at the stone monument 
at the south-east angle of that lot, parallel to the governing 
line between lots 12 & 13, and planted a stone monument at 
the end of that line at the north-east angle of No. 1, and 
chained its length, 72 chains 26 links, exclusive of road 
allowances, and thus succeeded in completing the boundaries 
of said concession. With this report he sent a plan of his 
survey.

On the 12th of March, 1859, the Commissioner of Crown 
lands wrote that Emerson’s returns of surveys having been 
examined and found correct, he enclosed copies thereof to the 
municipality of Marysburgh, with the certificate and order 
for paying him. .

The report of the boundary line commissioners referred to, 
in the foregoing report, and dated the 31st of Ootober, 1839, 
set forth an application by the inhabitants of the second 
concession north of Black riror in Muryuburgh, requiring 
them to establish and determine a governing line for the 
side lines of lota therein, and to establish a line in rear of 
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said concession, and that they haying heard the evidence 
adduced, and duly considered the same, did adjudge and 
decree, 1st, that the line between lots 12 & 18 in the said 
concesssion “ as at present surveyed, and atone monuments 
erected thereon, ” shall be a governing boundary, &c. Second* 
ly, we do order that the line run from the stone monu
ment planted in rear of lot No. 2, in the said concession, shall 
be taken and considered as the true and correct line in rear 
of that port of the said second concession.

A copy of Emerson’s plan, and of the plan of Elmore's 
survey, approved by the boundary line commissioners were 
filed.

Emerson swore that at his survey, the plaintiff and defen* 
dant, and several owners of lands both in this 2nd conces
sion north of Black river, and the gore, were present. They 
did not desire him to take any evidence but Conger's, and 
he (Emerson) proceeded to run the lines according to Conger’s 
information. He did not put Conger upon oath, as he was a 
provincial land surveyor He directed Conger to confine his 
evidence*to what he and Elmore had done upon the survey 
for the boundary line commissioners before Elmore had made 
hi  ̂return to them. He found monuments planted at that 
survey, three as detailed in his report. Conger stated that 
these were the only monuments that Elmore had planted 
before he made his return, and Emerson planted two others, 
as shewn on his plan, one at the north*eaat angle of lot No. 
1, and the other at the north limit of lot No. 3. He ran 
from the stono monument planted by Elmore at the north
west angle of No. 12, a line parallel to the front of the 2nd 
concession, until it intersected the allowance for road on the 
south side of the 2nd concession south of the Bay of Quintfe. 
He also ran aline from the monument at the south-east angle 
of No. 1, parallel with the side line between lots 12 k  18, 
until it intersocted the road allowance last mentioned, and 
there planted a monument. He stated that he followed his 
instructions strictly, and that his survey corresponded 
with Mr. Elmore’s as far as be (Elmore) performed liis 
work; that his (Emerson’s) survey supplied what Elmore 
left incomplete. He produced a tracing furnished to him
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from the Crown lands office of the boundary lice commis
sioners’ plan of survey, and said that his plan adopted 
precisely the line shewn on this tracing, in front of the 2nd 
concession, between the monuments at the south-west angle 
of No. 12, and the south-east angle of No. 1. The trespass 
was proved, if Emerson’s north line is the true line.

A nonsuit was moved for, 1st, because the statute under 
which Emerson was directed to act, does not apply to dis
putes between concessions and gores, but between concessions 
only.

2. That the petition to the municipal council was not proved 
to have been signed by the parties whose names appeared 
to it.

8. That it was not sufficiently shewn that the application for 
the survey proceeded from the municipal council; the act 18 
Vic., ch. 83, sec. 8, does not authorise the municipal council 
of the township to petition for the survey.

4. That the Burvey b y  Emerson was not according to law, 
as he took Conger’s statement without putting him on 
oath.

The objections were overruled, in order to reserve the 
whole legal question for the court.

On the defence, Conger swore that he had run the line 
in dispute, £«., the line marking the rear of the 2nd conces
sion north of Black river, in 1839. He started from a point 
one chain- north of a monument planted at the north-west 
angle of the gore. Elmore directed him to measure 105 
chains 27 links on the line between Nos. 5 & 6, in the 2nd 
concession, starting from the front of the concession, and to 
draw a line from the first mentioned starting point, through 
the point formed by measuring 105 chains 27 links to the 
allowance for road south of the 2nd concession south of the 
Bay of Quint£. He did so, and at the point where his line 
intersected this allowance for road, he planted a square 
wooden stake not marked, in any way. This line he stated 
was nearly parallel to the front of the concession, from its 
starting point to the line between Nos. 5 k  6. There would 
be a difference of 1 chain 9 links between those two points 
from the parallel, that is south of a parallel line, continuing



to the east, bis line approached the front line 1 chain £9 
links nearer than a parallel line would have been. He was 
at that time an apprentice of Elmore. He understood 
Elmore intended tbe line should have been parallel. Sob* 
sequently there was & monument planted by Elmore at the 
point where he hod placed the wooden stake. This was done 
in 1856. He explained Elmore's reason, which has no bear
ing on this case; but he stated positively this monnment was 
planted in the place where he had put the stake. On cross
examination he said that Elmore instructed him to commence 
running the line at the stone monument between Nos. 12 & 
13. When they planted the stone monument in 1856 they 
did not find the old stake planted in 1339; they ascertained 
the point by the blaze of bis old line, and measuring the 
width of the road in front of the 2nd concession south of the 
Bay of Quinti.

Peterson, also a surveyor, swore that Conger had on dif
ferent occasions pointed out to him the old line between the 
gore and the 2nd concessions, confirmed, as he said, by the 
boundary line commissioners.

It was also proved that in 1845 Elmore reoognised Conger’s 
line as the one between the gore and the 2nd concession.

Conger also stated that he proposed to Elmore in 1889 to 
go and plant a Btone monument where the wooden stake was 
placed, Elmore said he had employed a farmer in the neigh
bourhood, one Minkes, and had paid him to do it, and he was, 
as Conger believed, satisfied that Minkes had planted this 
monument when ho, Elmore, made his return to the boundary 
line commissioners. Elmore's plan, as returned, shewed the 
lines in front and rear of the 2nd concession to be parallel.

C. S. Patterion, for plaintiff. Surveyor of boundary com
missioners in 1889 returned that he had planted monuments, 
which in fact he did not. He planted three, he returned 
that he planted four, which was not the case. 18 Vic., ch. 
88, sec. 8.

Michard't, Q, C. The line run by Conger, under Elmore’s 
direction, is visible .on the ground. The statute gives no 
authority to the government to override any line which is
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traceable, and declared by law to be final or unalterable. 
Haile t. Cronson, 9 U. C. C. P. 9; Reg. v. Rose, 12 U. C. 
Q.B.GS7.

D&apbb, C. J.—ThU plan returned by Elmore is marked 
by him as the “ Plan of that port of the 2nd con., north of 
Black river, in the township of Marysburgh, shewing the 
manner in which it has been surveyed, and also the places 
at which the stone monuments have been erected upon it." 
It shews the three monuments mentioned by Emerson, one 
where the line on the rear of the 2nd con., north of Black 
river, intersects the road south of the 2nd con., south of the 
bay of Quintfe, and another at the north-east angle of No. 1. 
On the face of the plan is the following certificate: “ We do 
hereby certify that we have established a governing line for 
the side-lines in the 2nd con., north of Black river, MaiyB- 
burgh, and ettailuhed a line in rear of the said concession 
agreeable to this plan.” Signed, &c.

Now the only line in rear of the said con., which had been 
run under Elmore’s direction, was that run by Conger, and 
the question is whether that line is, under the circumstances, 
established by the boundary commissioners.

On the part of the plaintiff, it is argued that it is not so 
established. The following appear to be the principal rea
sons:

1st That Elmore did not run this line himself, and that 
Conger’s running it by his direction, but in his absence, did 
not make it a part of Elmore’s survey under the authority of 
the B. L. Commissioners.

2nd. That Elmore’s intention was that the line should be 
run parallel to the line in front of the concession; that Con
ger did not run it in accordance with that intention, and 
therefore it was not run under Elmore’s authority.

8rd. That Elmore’s plan led the commissioners to suppose 
the front and rear of the 2nd con. were parallel lines, and 
that the boundary line commissioners intended to establish 
such a rear line as the plan shewed, and not such a line as 
Conger ran.

4th. That no stone monument at the east end of the line,
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in rear, where it intersects the otlier concession road, was in 
fact planted, as Elmore's note on his plan represents, where
fore soch a monument could not be confirmed, for it did not 
exist

5th. That though Elmore returned his plan, shewing his 
surrey complete, he had not in fact completed it, and there
fore the decision of the boundary line commissioners can esta
blish no more than what he had then done.

As to the first of these reasons, I  have no doubt if Elmore 
did in fact employ and direct Conger, his apprentice, to run 
the line in question, and adopted the line when run by Con
ger, as his own work, and so reported it, and returned it on 
his plan, it must be treated as his work, and if approved and 
confirmed by the commissioners, is os much binding as if he 
had actually run it himself. No other line but this was run, 
and there certainly was evidence enough to show Elmore’s 
direction and subsequent adoption of it, and when he returned 
the plan of the whole work as complete, he in effect returned 
this line as a part of his survey.

Coming to this conclusion, I  can give no greater .effect to 
the fact that the line was meant to be parallel to the 
front of the concession, bat was not in truth so parallel, than 
if Elmore had himself run the line just as it is. In such 
event the same rule mast, I  apprehend, govern us, as if it 
were the case of an original survey. It is by the work as 
executed on the ground, not as projected before execution or 
represented on the plan afterwards, that the actual bounda
ries are determined, and therefore I do not think this reason 
can prevail* I  am of course assuming that the surveyor in 
his work and plans has not been acting maU JuU, what effect 
that might have we are not now called upon to consider.

The same answer must, in my opinion, prevail, as regards 
the intention or belief of the boundary line commissioners in 
confirming the plan and'survey as represented by it. Expe
rience in courts of law affords ample proof that the surveys 
on the ground, and the plans of them received and acted 
upon in the Crown land officc, differ to a much greater extent 
than in this instance.

I do not feci that there id any thing in the fourth reason,
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though the Municipal Couucil in their petition, and Mr. Em* 
enon in making lua survey and giving his evidence, relied 
upon it, iuasmuch as he evidently drew a difference between 
what Mr. EUnoro had dose, and what is represented on his 
plan, for he adopts and follows the three stone monuments 
which Elmore himself planted, and rejects the line run by 
Conger under Elmore’s direction, and the terminu* of that 
line, because no stone monument was planted there for many 
years. The certificate of the commissioners mokes no direct 
reference to any of the monuments, but it states in express 
terms that they had “ established a line in rear of the said 
concession agreeable to this plan,” which, as I  think, estab* 
lished the line run by Conger by the direction of Elmore.

'Whether Elmore completed his surrey, is of course a ques
tion of fact. If I  am right in my conclusion that the line 
run by Conger is a part of Elmore’s survey, then it was com
pleted, and as I hare adopted this conclusion this reason fails 
also, which in effect displaces Mr- Emerson’s survey as one 
which completed what Elmore had left undone.

It follows, in my opinion, that the boundary line commis
sioners in 1839, decided the question which the plaintiff 
raises in this action, and that their decision is final It is 
the evident intention, of the government, in accordance with 
the law, to maintain this decision, or if there were no 
traces, by which the boundaries so established could be ascer
tained, to fall back upon, the original survey. Emerson was 
accordingly directed to adhere to the lines drawn and the 
poBts as planted in the original survey, or legally established 
by the boundary line commissioners. Mr. Emerson has, I  
fear, been led into a mistake by the language of the petition 
of the Municipal Council, and by the use of the word 
“ legally.” He has rejected Conger's lino, the only one of 
which there was proof and which Elmore adopted and re
turned, because he has assumed it was not legal, inasmuch as 
Elmore was not present when it was run; that it was not 
legally established, and that it is incorrcct in his opinion, 
because it is not truly parallel with tho front line of the con
cession. There is nothing to show that tho line run at the 
original survey was thus parallel on tho ground, and if there
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be neither trace oor monument of the original survey, there 
is nothing to show that if the statutory directions applicable 
to such a case were followed, Emerson's line on which the 
plaintiff relies, would be right. No doubt, theoretically, the 
front and rear lines of a concession should be parallel, but 
in practice every one knows the contrary is often the esse: 

I  think it our duty to lean against overturning lines and 
boundaries, which have been pronounced upon as established 
for many years, and apparently acquiesced in, unless upon 
the clearest grounds, and in my opinion the evidence is 
amply sufficient to sustain die decision of the boundary line 
commissioners.

The/wtta should be delivered to the defendant.
Per cur.—Po*Ua to defendant
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M a r k s  v . D a v id so n .

S u n n y— C. S . U. C. th , 03, ite. 26— D auilt-/roiu concttiieru—Ducrtplian  
o f  land—T r ttp m —L ia t*  and Uctntt.

Th* 12 Vie. cb. 35 ***, 37 fComo!. Stat. V. C. eb. 93. «*e. 28) wbich pr*- 
tcrib** th« rul* for drawing tb t tidi line* in doub\e-frott« 4  wtwwioo*, 
applies to to*nuii{.< theretofore turfeyed. '

Etld,—following Waroock r. Cowan, 13 U. C. R. 267, and Holm** r. 
Uo&tcbio, 2» 0 . C. U, 62, 321—that th* land* haring b**n deicribed 
in half lota U mad* by that Motion port of th* defiuiuon of a township 
with doubt* front eonetuion*.

IUU, al*o. that tb* rul*. presorilxd applia* to all land* in *ueh eoneauion*, 
-.not to th* grant* of half lot* only, and that it i* brought into application 
by th* granting of any half lot*.

Stm blt, how«var, that tit* acetion i* on both poist* o p u  to doubt*, which 
it U d**irabl« to rem oit by L*sul»tioo.

Wh*r* land wa* described *j commencing at a poat planted fonr ohaina 
and fifty link* from tb* norib-**)t augl* of « lot— Htld, that th* poat 
(th* *xi*t*ne* and petition of wbicli w*r* satisfactorily established) wa* 
th* point of eomDi«neemeut, though iu  distance from th* true north-Mtt 
angl* wa* ioaceurutely gi»*n.

Th* declaration ehargtii tb* trespauei, breaking down fenc**, & a., a* com
mitted on dW*r* day* awl tirnx*. Defeudaut pletded l*av* aod liotn**, 
which tbe plaintiff tratencd. It appeared that pert of th* fenc* wa* 
removed under a liccnm, and th* remainder after it had beeo revoked, 
tb« interral from th* fint to th* lu t  remoTal being t»o or thr** year*. 

Bdd, that tb* plaintiff wa* *ntitl*d io succeed, though it would haia b**a 
Otbtrwis* if th* declaration bad only charged th* trefrpuMM «* oommitwd 
ob tb* aam* day, for th*«def*ndant could t h u  bar* applied th* Umum 
to th* only trespass charged.

Trespass to part of lot No. 9, in the third concession of 
Emily, commencing, where a post was planted by or on behalf 
of B.t ia or before 1848, at the distance of four chains and 
fifty links from a point ’which. Tras then known as the north* 
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eu t angle of said lot No. 9; then sooth 74° west 4 eh. 
50 1.; then south 16° east to the centre of Mid lo t; then 
north 74° east, 4 eh. 50 1. ; then north 16° west to the 
place of beginning—breaking down fences, ic .

P lea*.— 1. Not guilty. 2. Leave and license. 8. Land 
not the plaintiff's.

The trial took place at Lindsay, in November, 1866, 
before Morrison, J.

The case, after taking all the evidence and some legal 
objections, went off thus: It was agreed there should be a 
verdict for the plaintiff and Is. damages, with leave to 
defendant 'to more for a nonsuit or a verdict to be entered 
for the defendant. The points for the plaintiff were that 
the concession was a single fronted one, and so the north* 
east angle as formerly understood was right; but that, 
whether the angle was there or was one chain further east, 
which it would be if the concession was a double-fronted 
one, that the plaintiff starts from the post mentioned by 
Mr. Boulton in his deed, and was therefore entitled to 
succeed. The defendant contended to the contrary, and 
also insisted that his plea of license was proven. The 
Conrt was to draw inferences of fact, and the plaintiff 
had leave to apply to reply or to new assign, if the Court 
should think the plea of leare, &c., proved, but that on 
the evidence a sufficient answer was made oat.

In Michaelmas term, 1866, Sector Cameron obtained a 
rule calling upon the plaintiff to shew cause why a nonsuit 
or a verdict for defendant shoald not be entered, pursuant to 
leave reserved, on the ground that the concession in question 
is a double-fronted concession, and the evidence shews that 
according tp the true survey the land in question does not 
belong to the plaintiff; also, that the starting point of the 
description of the plaintiffs land must bo at the distance of 
four chains and fifty links from the true north-east corner of 
the lot; and also that the plea of leave and license was 
established by the evidence.

In Hilary Term, <7. S, JPatterton shewed csnse.
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The facta of the case, with the authorities and argument*, 
are efficiently stated in the judgment.

Daii?SK, C. J-, delivered the judgment of the Coart
On the 5th of August, 1840, the Crown granted to the 

Hon. G. S. Boulton the north half of lot 9, in the third 
concession of Emily, and on the 3rd of November, 1848, 
he conveyed to one Mitchell fifteen acres, parcel of this 
half lot, by a description, “ commcncing at a post planted 
four chains and fifty links from the north-east angle of 
the said lot,” No. 9. Before making a conveyance of any 
part of this half lot, Mr. Boulton employed a surveyor to 
mark the boundaries of the subdivision he was making, as 
he had sold a piece of land the description of which com
menced at the north-east angle of this lot, to the Bev. Mr. 
Shaw, by. deed dated the 20th of February, 1844, and had 
given a strip of the same width as Shaw's for the church, 
and reaching to the southern limit of the half lo t; and Mr. 
Boalton gave evidence that, among other posts, there was 
one planted to mark the north-east limit of the piece con
veyed to Mitchell.

For some months after the conveyance to Mitchell, there 
was no statutory regulation as to concessions having double
fronts, and until the passing of the 12 Vic. ch. 35 (30th 
May, 1849) tb$ posts which had been planted to mark the 
front angles of lots were by law unalterable boundaries, and 
the side lines were to be run from those posts. The side 
line between this lot and the adjoining, No. 10, appears (the 
evidence is not direct) to have been run accordingly, and the 
north-east angle to have been thus ascertained. But the 
thirty-seventh section of this Act declared that in those 
townships in which the concessions had been surveyed with 
double-fronts, and the lands had been described in half lots, 
the side lines should be drawn from the posts at both ends 
to the centre of the concession, and each end of the conces
sion shall be and is declared to be the front of its respective 
half of such concession, and that a straight line adjoining 
the extremities of the side lines of any half lot in such con
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cession, drawn as aforesaid, shall be the true boundary of 
that end of the half lot which has not been bounded in the 
original survey.

The principal question in dispute was whether this was a 
concession with double-fronts.

For thfe plaintUT it was insisted that the Statute, 12 Vic. 
eh. 85, (Consol. Stat. U. C. ch. 93) could not have an ex fott 
facto operation,' and that at the date of the deed to Mitchell 
the north-east angle of the lot could only be ascertained by 
running a line on the proper course from the front of the 
concession : that this appeared to hare been done, and that 
the Statute could not make that erroneous which had been 
in accordance with existing law. It was also insisted that a 
township with double-front concessions must, according to 
the Statute, hare the posts on bath Bides of the allowances 
for roads between concessions, and that the lands therein 
should hare been described in half lota.

We hare no doubt that the Statute did apply to townships 
theretofore surveyed, eren though according to it* precise 
letter there would be ground for questioning its application 
to townships to be thereafter surveyed. And there was 
abundant proof that this township was, so far as the planting 
poBts on both sides of the concession roads went, one that came 
within the literal meaning of the Statute. We hare felt more 
difficulty on the other question, os to the lands being 
described in half lots.

This expression has been assumed to be part of the defini
tion of a township with double-front concessions. In IVar- 
nock r. Cowan (13 U. C. K. 257) which was decided by the 
late Mr. Justice Burns and myself, it was so treated, as also 
in the judgment of this Court in Holmes v. MeKcchin (28 
U. C. B. 62, 821). Nevertheless, though pcrhups not open 
to question in this Court, it may be doubted whether this 
danse of the Statute Bhould not be read thus: “ In those 
townships in Upper Canada in which the concessions hare 
been surveyed 'with double-fronts (that is, with posts or 
monuments planted on both sides of the allowances for road* 
between the concessions) and the lands in which townships
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have been described in half lots, the division or aide lines 
shall be drawn,” ic —treating the words which are placed 
in a parenthesis as containing the whole definition of conces
sions with double-fronts. The words “ and the lands have 
been described in half lots ” would point out in what cases 
the side lines are to be run from the front and rear of the 
concessions to the centre, namely, whenever a half lot ia 
granted, and. the rule, though the Statute does not say so, 
would apply equally to a quarter lot

In th e  twenty-sixth section of the Consolidated Act, i t  ia 
provided that the front of each concession of Upper Canada 
where only a single row of posts has been planted on the 
concession lines, and the lands have been deteribed in whole 
lott, shall be that end or boundary of the concession which 
la nearest to the boundary of the township from which the 
concessions are numbered. We have here the same phrase 
“ th e  lands haTe been described." In this section twenty- 
six both descriptions, that of a single row of posts having 
been planted and the grant of the lands in whole lots, are 
combined, for the determining in what cases the front of the 
concession is to be governed by the rale givetu Why should 
a different method obtain as to construing the other section ?

We think, though not without some hesitation, that the right 
construction was adopted in the former casea.

No uniform system of granting lands in this township of 
Emily, which would ahow how the aurvey was treated in 
reference to the division into half lots, seems to have been 
followed in the public offices. From the evidence it appears 
that in 1823 the north-east quarter of No. 10, 3rd conces
sion, waa granted, and the description commences in the 
centre of the concession. In 1S2-A there were grants of the 
north-west quarter of No. 20, in the 3rd concession, and of 
the north-west quarter of No. 7, in the 1st concession, and 
of the north-east quarter of No. 6, in the 3rd concession, 
and Of the north-cast quarter of No. 6, in the fith concession. 
All these descriptions commence in the centre of the concea- 
aion. In 1825, No. 6 in the 7th conceasion was granted 
as a whole lot The description bogins in front of tho



concession, at tho wuth-west angle of the lot, (the lots somber 
from west to ease) and runs thence to the rear of the conces
sion, not referring to an/ post; and in the same year the 
north half of No. 18, 2nd concession, was granted, and the 
description commenced is the centre of the concession. In 
1884, the west half of No. 3, in the 5th concession, was 
granted, though, according to the double*front concession 
principle, the lots were divided into north and moth halves. 
Is  none of the foregoing grants is there any reference to 
the posts planted on the north of the respective concessions, 
and in 1856, a grant was made of the west half of No. 2, 
8rd concession, without any description at all.

We do not think it possible to construe this section (28 of 
the Consol. Stat.) as prescribing a rale which is not to apply 
to all the lands which lie in concessions which have been 
posted on each side as the section describes. The rule can* 
not, we think, be limited to the grants of half lots. The 
inconsistency and inconvenience that woold arise from that 
construction, and as a consequence holding that where a 
whole lot is granted the side line can be run from the post 
at the front angle, without regard to the system of survey 
or to the post planted in rear, can be readily illustrated by 
assuming No. 9, to be granted, and described as a whole lot, 
and the north halves of No. 8 and 10 to be separately granted. 
In nine cases out of ten, probably in a larger proportion, a 
line run from the front angle parallel to the governing aide 
line, to the rear of the concession, will not strike the post 
planted in rear. In the present case the difference is about 
one chain, the post is rear being so much farther east than 
the termination of the line run from the front angle. But 
the side lines of 'the north halves must begin at the posts 
planted in the rear of the concession, and go parallel to the 
governing line to its centro, and the result will be that the 
sorth half of No. 10 will be a chain distant from the side 
line of No. 9, which it ought to join, and a strip of land a 
chain wide-will be included in the patents for No. 9 and for 
the north half of No. 8. It is impossible that a construction 
which will produce such results can be the true one, and we

6 1 6  Qtt^SN'S BXXCE, EABTXS TX&U, SO VIC., 1847.
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Me no other way to avoid it but by bolding that where the 
concessions hare double-fronts, this, and the express words 
of the Statute, divide the lands into half lots; and when, as 
in the present case, the concessions run nearly east and west, 
the division is into north and south halves; and that the 
granting of any north or south halves of lots brings the 
section into application, even if it must not necessarily apply 
from the nature of the survey and posts planted; and that 
any description in the patents at variance with the actual 
survey and the statute must give way.

I feel all the difficulty of so treating the language of the 
Act, and have in my own mind combatted many arguments 
that have suggested a different resultj but at last we find it 
the only solution of the matter which we can reasonably 
adopt; for if it be held that the words, “ the lands shall 
have been described in half lots," mean that the grants 
shall Bet forth the bounds, courses, &c., then this difficulty 
presents itself, that the practice of issuing patents without 
any such description commenced in the land granting de* 
partment of Upper Canada several, perhaps fifteen, years 
or more before the Statute 12 Vic. was passed, and has been 
more or less followed ever since. If these words mean that 
the grants, though omitting to express the boundaries, should 
describe the lands as such a half lot, or some aliquot or 
other portion of such a half lot, ex. gr. os the east half of 
the north half; or in'granting a whole lot should describe 
i t  as consisting of the east and west halves thereof, or the 
north and south halves, according to the direction of the 
double posted concession lines;—then, as we see in this 
case, as the case of Solmet v. McKechin shewed, and as 
individual and general experience reminds us, no such rule 
has been uniformly followed, and such a construction would 
almost render the statutory provision a dead letter. The 
Legislature found it necessary, by the 9th section of the 18 
Vie. ch. 88 (Cons. Stat. U. C. ch. 93, s<sc. 29) to remove one 
donbt as to the application of the law; perhaps a similar 
course may be deemed advisable to remove the doubts to 
which the words of the preceding section (28) have given rise.
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acts of trespass as committed at the same time. Tbe evidence 
shewed that part of tbe fence was moved two or three jean  
a go, and that defendant had used the land since. The resi
due of the fenco was moved only in the spring of 1866, when 
some ploughing was also done. On the earlier occasion, it 
was proved that the plaintiff and defendant staked out tbe line 
the whole length to which the fence was to be removed. It 
was also shewn that ono Dixon had purchased from Mr. 
Boulton a strip of land a chain wide on the west Bido of the 
north half.of this No. 9, and had put up a fcnce ou the sup
posed east limit of this atrip. Most probably the side-line 
between Nos. 8 and 9 had been erroneously run from front 
to rear, as bad been the case between Nos. 9 and 10, and 
Dixon’s fence had been put up according to (Hat line. 
Afterwards he moved this fonce one chain further east, 
thus taking part of the land which defendant now claims 
under a conveyance made in 1849 by Air. Boulton of the 
north half of No. 9, except about three acres conveyed to 
the Reverend W. M. Shaw, another parcel to the Church 
Society, another parcel to 'William Mitchell, and also one 
chain on the west side of the said north half, being in fact 
the strip conveyed to Dixon. The defendant, seems to have 
acquiesced in the removal of Dixon's fence, and to have 
claimed a similar right as against the plaintiff. The plaintiff 
admitted tbe correctness of the line which ran from the post 
planted in rear of the third concession, and said that unless 
defendant moved on to him be could not move on to the 
next lot east, the Church property; and then the staking 
took place, the north part of the fence was moved, and tbe 
defendant made use of the strip of land as his own. But in 
the fall of 1865 the plaintiff forbid the defendant from 
moving any more of the fence, and in tho following spring 
be forbid defendant's man from ploughing thid strip, after 
which the residue of the fence was moved and some plough
ing done. At or about tbe time when tho first moving the 
fence took place there was a negotiation between tho vestry 
of the Church and the plaintiff. According to the true line, 
it was found that a part of the parsonage-house was to the
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vest of tbeir lot as it was described, and to remedy this it 
was proposed that the plaintiff should convey a quarter of 
an acre to them where tho house infringed, and in consi
deration that they should give him an acrc and a half of 
the rear part of their land, and a surveyor was instructed 
to mark it out, and then the plaintiff was to move the 
residue of his fence one chain further east. This proposal 
was not carried into effect, and the plaintiff’s cast fence 
has not been moved. Apparently it was after all this that 
the plaintiff forbid the defendant, as already stated. The 
defendant objected, that as only one trespass was charged 
he had a right to apply the leave which he liad received 
from the plaintiff to ccver i t ; and tho plaintiff asked per
mission to amend if necessary, and the case went off at Ifiti 
Priut as has been set forth.

The pica of license is an admission of the plaintiff’s right 
to the land; and as the act of moving the fence was to be 
done upon that land, the liccnsc was revocable. Bat the 
plaintiff has only put the giving the liccnse in issue by 
joining issue on the plea; and there was leave given in the 
the first instance to the removal, arid to the defendant’s 
entry on the land as his own, for tbe plaintiff was a party 
to the staking the line with that object.

The declaration as now amended charges,the trespass to 
have been committed on divers days and times, and on the 
general replication, traversing it wholly, he is entitled to 
auccecd, for the license was revoked before the lost portion 
of the fence was removed.

The plaintiff is, therefore, entitled to our judgment, and 
tbe rule must be discharged.

Rule ditcharged.
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Present':

T h e  H o n . W i l l i a m  B u e l l  R i c h a r d s ,  C.J. 
«*' « A d a h  W i l s o n ,  J.
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M cG begoh  v. Calcutt .

B tm tf Ickrfu aad cilU ju— Werk upon liU ground— Plan— C. S. U- C. 
eh. S3, mc. 36.

Under tike latter p u t  o f mc. 35 of ch. 93 C. S. U. C., tbe work upon the 
ground in the original survey of town* sd<1 villages, to designate or 
define *nj lot, shews its true and unalterable boundaries, and will 
ow -ride any plan of such lot.

Trespass, quart clausum fregit.
The land in question was composed of lot No. one, west 

of and adjoining Lake' Street, and south of and adjoining 
Robinson street, in the Village of Puterl>orough East, (now 
Aflhbumam) in the County of Peterborough, according to 
the Burvey of Deputy Provinci-dl Surveyor Driscoll.

Plea—Not guilty.
The cause was tried at the Spring Assizes of 18G7, held 

before J. Wilson, J., at Peterborough.
Plaintiff at the trial put in His deed from one Mark 

Burnham to him, dated 29th July, 1857. By this deed the
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land was described as follows: " Containing by iuliueasuit- 
ment three roods of loud, be the mime more or less, being 
composed of lot number one, west of and adjoining Lake 
Street, and south of and adjoiuiug Robinson Street, 
according to the survey of Deputy Provincial Surveyor 
Driscoll’’

Several witnesses were colled, who assisted Driscoll iu 
making the survey and in running the line between plain* 
tiff’s and defendants lot. They stated that they ran over 
the bank and into the low ground, and assisted to put down 
posts for plaintiff across the bottom of the lot in the bog, 
and extending to the dry land north and south.

The plaintiff contended that defendant took off his lot 
thirty feet on one side and eight feet on the other.

The registered plan shewed no western boundary of the 
lot

The jury, by consent of parties, went and viewed the 
premises.

It was contended for the defendant that Driscoll’s 
plan shewed that the western boundary was three chains 
from the street; that the northern boundary shewed no 
distance, but a street stopping apparently at less tluui 
three chains; and that the western boundary did not &p}xuu: 
to go west beyond the foot of the hilL

The defendant proved by Mr. Burnham that he owned 
the land, and his father before him; that Birdsall made 
the original plan and survey; that the traces of the survey 
had disappeared, and he directed Driscoll to survey for liiui.

.In reply,plaintiff put iu the deed from Zacdueua Burnluun 
to him, dated 23rd July, IS44, of town lot No. 2, west of 
Lake Street and south of Robinson Street, commencing at 
the south-east angle of the lot where a post liad been 
planted, &c.

The defendant’s counsel objected to the reception of the 
deed from Zacchosus Burnham, as evidence in reply. The 
Judge, on being asked to construe the deed, stated he should 
hold that the map and survey on the ground must bo con
sidered by the jury, and they would be asked under the
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evidence to say where the .western boundaiy of plaintiff's 
Und was. The defendants counsel contended that the deed 
should be construed by the map, which was conclusive 
-evidence of the purvey under the Statute, and not by the 
work on tho ground. The learned Judge thought the 
work on the ground over-rode the map.

The jury found a verdict for plalutitf, damages SI.

In Easter Term hut Hector CumaroH obtained a rule to 
set Bade the verdict, and for a new trial,, on the ground, 
amongst others, of misdirection on the part of the learned 
Judge, in ruling that the length of the boundary and size of 
the plaintiff’s lot were not conclusively determined by the 
deed to him and the survey of Driscoll, as shewn by the 
registered plan; and in leaving it to the jury to determine 
the questions at issue, on evidence of work dune on the 
ground, and in stating that such work over-rode the pian.

The rule was enlarged to Michaelmas Teriu hut, when
S. Richards, Q. C., shewed cause: The verdict was 

according to the right of the case, and ought not to be 
disturbed. The Statute (C. §. U. 0. ch. 93) ought to 
receive the same interpretation, whether applied to town 
or township lots.

Htctor Cameron contra: The plan ought to govern, 
for when made to register, then the real intent of the 
owner of the land became known, and by it the lot 
is only three chains deep. The language used in the 
35th section of the Upper Canada Surveyors’ Act differs 
materially from that employed in the section referring 
to cities, towns, &c., hud out by the Crown, in the 17th 
scction, and also differs from that used in section 14, 
relating to townships as well os cities and towns. When 
referring to the surveys of Government lauds, the lines, 
blocks, gores, commons, posts, (at the angles of lots) sur
veyed and planted under the authority of the Executive 
Government, are declared to be thu true and unalterable 
boundaries, &c., of the townslups, blocks, lots, &c., respec
tively. The words of the 17 th section, as applicable to 

6
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towns, shew that the posts to mark the lots'shall be the 
true and unalterable boundary of such lot, Ssc.

The 35th section speaks of all lines which have been run, 
and the courses thereof given in the survey, and laid down 
on the plan thereof.

The plan in these surveys is of great importance, and' on 
it must be laid down the roads, streets, lots, iic., and the 
width and length of all lots, the courses of the side lines, 
with such information as will aliew the lots, concessions, 
tracts or blocks of land of the township where the town or 
village is situated. Under 41st section a certified copy of 
the map or plan is to be taken as evidence of the original 
plan and survey of such town or village in all Courts in 
Upper Canada.

The description in plaintiff’s deed means lot No. 1, 
according to Driscoil’s plan.

Richa&ds, C. J., delivered the judgment of the Court
The 35th section of cap. 93, of Con. Stat. U. C., in relation 

to survey of lands owned by private persons into a town or 
village plot, differs in some of its provisions from the 17th 
section, where lands owned by the Crown are surveyed 
into city, town or village lots; and this difference partly 
arises from a wish to provide that private parties may 
change their plans of survey and division of lots, &c., when 
third parties have not acquired an interest in such lots and 
plans; and the first part of the enacting clause of the sec
tion directs that all allowances for roads, streets, or com
mons, which have been surveyed in such towns and villages 
and laid down in’the plan thereof, and upon which lota of 
land, fronting on, or adjoining such allowances for roads, 
streets or commons, have been or may be sold to purchasers, 
shall be public highways, streets or commons. It further 
provides that all lines, which may have been or may bo 
run, and the courses thereof given in the survey of such 
towns’and villages and laid down in the plans thereof, and 
all posts or monuments, which have been or may be placed 
or planted in the first survey of such towns and villages, to
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designate or define any such allowance for roads, Btreets, 
lots or commpns, shall be tho true and unalterable lines 
and boundaries thereof respectively.

The 37th section of the Statute permits the owner of 
a village or town, or any original division thereof, to amend 
or alter the first survey and plan of the town or village, or 
original particular division thereof, provided no lots of any 
land have been sold fronting on or adjoining any street 
or common where such alteration is made.

Under the latter part of the 35th section it appears to 
me that the posts or monuments planted in the first survey 
of the town or village, to designate or define any lot, shall 
be the true and unalterable boundaries of such lot. It 
does not say, as shewn on the plan, or according to the 
plan, but that the post planted to designate the bounilaiy 
shall be the true and unalterable boundary. I think, 
therefore, that the learned Judge was right in telling the 
jury if the> post in dispute Was planted iu the survey as the 
boundary of the western and of the northerly line of the 
lot in question, that it would continue to be such boundary, 
whether the plan shewed it to be so or not.

I do not mefm to 6ay that the owner of the land might 
not shew that this post was not finally planted as the 
corner of the lot; that alter it had been planted he changed 
his plan of survey and placed another post to define that 
particular lot; but I do not think the Judge could properly 
tell the jury that merely because the plan filed did not shew 
the lot to extend back the distance that would carry it to 
the post, therefore it only extended the distance mentioned 
in the plan.

The deed itself grants the lot to plaintiff according to 
the mroey of Provincial Surveyor Driscoll, not according 
to the plan of such surveyor filed in the County Registry 
Office, if that would make any difference.

I think, therefore, there was no misdirection on the 
point suggested, as to construing the effect of the deed.

Jlu le  ditcharged.
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P a l m e s  v . T h o r n b e c k  e t  a l .

of Srarboruiii/ft—24 Vie. eh. G4, 2fl T'l'c, ch. 38— cf turvey 
wdtr—Prunj uf 0riyiual monument*—SliUute vj Lwiilatwat.

Id  ejectment to try a question of boundary, the (dainliff claimed the north 
half of lot 31. Defendant* limited their dcfence to a piece described 
by metei and bounds, giving notice that they cluimed it a* part of iot 
32. Htld, that the pluintifT wiu not entitled to lucceed on proving ilia 
title to lot 31; but tnat it was tor him, seeking to change the pones- 
•ion, to shew iliat the piece iu dispute wai (uirt uf that lot.

In this case it appeared thut over twenty yean ago a fence wmi mutually 
erected by plaintiff aod defendants' father, who then occupied lot 32, 
a t a line l'ence along the course pf an old Liluztd line, though for what 
purpose such line had been run did not appear. The fence continued 
to be used as a  line fence until 1 b62-3, when, in consequence of the 
survey made undsr the 24 Vic. cb. t>4. und 2o Vic. cli. 3S, the plaintiff 
claimed tbat the line was incorrect, and lie procured the surveyor,' who 
had made the survey, to run the line. The surveyor divided equally the 
•pace iu the block containing these twu lots between the road monu
ments planted several years previously by himself a t tbe front angles of 
the sid^ road allowances; but there was no evidence to shew bow he 
ascertained the position of such side rouda in making that survey, or of 
any search fur tne original monument. In Is63-G, after this new liae 
had been run, the plaintiff pulled down a piece of the old fence and 
removed it to the new liue, where it remained for two or three daya, 
until put back by the defendants to the origiual line, where it haa so 
remained ever since.

Held, that these statutes did not interfere with any original posts, ii 
existing : that tbe evidence was in«ul£cieut to shew plaintiff's right to 
claim according to tbe statutable survey, and a new trial was granted. 

Per Owtkve, J .—That the onus was on the plaiutitf of proving the 
original monumeut marking th t front an^le of the tot, or its toss, and 
that then  was no satisfactory evidence of its position, before the mode 
adopted .of dividing tb* space between the road monuments could be 
adopted.'

Per nioxRTY, C. J .—That on proof, which was wanting here, ef the 
statutable directions having been obeyed iu laying out sach side lines 
and planting tbe monuments, then that plaiiititf would be entitled to the 
statutory division, and tbe onus of proving an original monument, 
marking tbe front anple of the lot. was on tbe defendants.

Per G ii.t, J .—That under those statutes, tbe onus ot' preying tbe exist
ence of original mouuiuents was cast upon the persmi asserting it. 

JStnble, that the plaintiff’s entry in 186i-6 was sufficient to atop the 
owning of the Siatuis of Limitations.

This was an action of ejectment brought to recover a piece 
of land described in the “plaintiff's writ, as the north half 
of lot 31 in concession B., in the township of Scarborough.

The defendants limited their dcfencc to a piece which 
they described by metes and bounds, commencing on th«
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south side of the allowance for road between concession B. 
and concession C. of the said township, where the line 
fence, which at present and lias heretofore formed the 
boundary line between the north half of lot No. 31, and 
the north half of lot No. 32, meets such limit of said con
cession road allowance; thence westerly along the south 
limit of the said road allowance, eighteen feet, to a liue run 
by provincial land surveyor, Passmore, for the plaintiff in 
the month of May, 18(15; thence southerly along such 
surveyed line, 50 chains 50 links, more or leas, to the 
centre line of the block dividing the north half from the 
south half; thence easterly along such centre line 33 feet 
to the fence before mentioned, which has heretofore existed 
and at present forms the division liue between the property 
of the plaintiff aiid the property of the defendaut; thence 
northerly, along the centre line of the said fence, 50 chains 
50 links, more or less, to the place of beginning, contaiuing 
two acres.

The defendants, with the notice limiting thefr defence 
to the piece of land above described, served a notice under 
the statute, that they claimed that the portion of land to 
which they had so limited their defence was not a part of 
lot No. 31 as claimed by the plaintiff, but that it was part 
of lot No. 32 in concession B. of the township of Scarbo
rough, of which they claimed to be seised; and besides 
denying the plaintiff’s title thereto, they claimed also title 
by twenty years' possession in themselves, and those under 
whom they claimed.

The cause was tried before Morrison, J., without a jury, 
at Toronto, at the Fall Assize* of 187U, when a verdict waa 
entered for defendant.

The facts, so far as material, are set out in the judgment.

In Michaelmas term, November 22nd, 1876, J. K. Kerr, 
Q. C., obtained a rule nisi, under the Law Reform Act, to 
set aside the verdict entered for the defendants, and to 
eutcr. a verdict for the plaintiff.

In the same term, December 4th, 1876, McAIichael, Q. 
C-, shewed cause. There was no necessity for the defen*
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■daiit to have gone into his defence, as the onus wte on the 
plaintiff to prove that the piece in question formed part of 
lot 31. However, the line drawn by the .surveyor was not 
drawn in accordance with the statute. Sec. U of 25 Vic. 
•ch. 38, must be read in connectiou with sec. 3 of '24 Vic. 
ch. G4,and the mode pointed out in the first named Act is 
only to be adopted when the original monuments cannot be 
found, or their position ascertained; and there is no evi
dence here of any such search. The plaintiff is bound l»y 
the Statute of Limitations. The entry in lSGo or 18GU, 
does*not constitute such an entry os would cause the 
statute, which had alreudy began to run, to cease running.

J. K. Kerr, Q. C., contra. The plaintiff on the mere 
production of title to lot 31 \vas untitled to recover, ami 
it rested upon defendant to shew thnt the land in question 
formed part of lot 32. The line run by Passmore is the 
true line, and the plaintiff is entitled to all the limd up to 
that line. The old Hue wad never looked upon by the 
parties as the division line, but was only to exist until 
the true line was run. The Statute 25 Vic. ch. 38 sec. (i, 
even though it be read with the previous Act 24 Vic. oh. 
G4 sec. 3, in the absence of proof of the existence of the 
original monuments, peremptorily requires the line to be 
run, as was done here, namely, by dividing equally the 
space in the blocks, &c., even though the plaintiff may 
have been in possession of the land as part of lot 32, or 
-according to the original monuments it might have formed 
part of lot 32, and so granted by the letters patent The 
onus of proof of the existence of the original monuments is 
upon the defendants. The defendants have acquired no 
title uuder the Statute of Limitations. The effect of sec. 0 
25 Vic. ch. 38, in to vest the land in the plaintiff, notwith
standing previous to its passing the defendants may havu 
-been in possession for the statutory period ; or at all events 
the statute would only commence to run from the passing 
■of the Act Moreover, the plaintiff's entry in 1803 or 
18GC caused the statute to run only from that period : 
Gltyiitnta v. Martin, 21 C. P. 512; Williams v. McDonald,
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33 U. C. R. 423; O'Htarn v. DoneUy, 13 C. P. 513; 
DertnUon v. Cheiv, 5 0. S. 161; Potter's Dwarns on 
Statutes, 56, 117; Brittbin v. Farmer, 16 Minn. 215 ; Bui'- 
tcells. Tullie, 12 Minn. 572; Cook v. Kendall, 13 Minn. 
324; Holcombe v. Tracy, 2 Minn.. 241; Sedgwick on 
Statutes, 2nd ed., (J13; Doe dent. Bennett v. Turner, 7 M. 
Si W. 22G, OM.j: W. 044; Doe dem. Shepherd v. Buyley, 
10 U. C. R. 310.

February 5th, 1877. Cwynne, J,—The issue joined 
herein, raised, firstly, the question of the situs of the boun
dary line between lots 31 and 32; and, secondly, if that 
should be decided in the plaintiffs favour, the question of 
twenty years' possession barring tho plaintiff’s title, if he 
had any.

The plaintiff, at the trial, produced letters patent, issued 
in July, 1830, granting to him in fee the north half of lot 
No. 31, in concession B. in the township of Scarborough, 
and his counsel there rested bis case.

For the defendant, it was urged that the plaintiff liod 
proved no case: that upon the issue joined, it lay upon 
the plaintiff to shew that the piece of land in dispute is 
part of plain tiffs lot, No. 31.

The learned Judge was of opiniun that the plaintiff hud 
shewn a prinut facie cose.

If the case had rested hern, and no other evidence had 
been offered, I entertain no doubt that the plaintiff should 
be nonsuited, or the verdict should be rendered for the 
defendants.

On an issue so raised, as to the true boundary line 
between lots, the onua probandi lies upon the plaintiff 
who seeks to change the possession.

The language of Sir J. B. Robinson, C. J., in Irwin v. 
Sager, 21 U. C. R. 373, is precise upon the point Changing 
the numbers of the lots in that case for those in this, his 
language, at p. 377 is: If tho defendants were simply to 
deny that their neighbour, the plaiutiff, had any title to lot 
SI, and go to trial upou that, he would fail at the trial, as-
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soon as the real state of the title to lot 31 was made to 
appear. But there is no difficult}' in both parties putting 
the question between them on the proper footing for tiiuL 
The defendants have 110 doubt that the plaintiff means to 
insist that lot 31 covers land which they, the defendants, 
deny that it .does cover, and they have only to state what 
land it is of which they admit they ore in possession, and 
for which they mean to defend as being part of lot 32, and 
therefore theirs, and nq part of lot 31, which they admit 
belongs to the plaintiff.

In Doe deni. Strong v. Jones, 7 U. C. R  385, the same 
learned Judge sayn, at p. 388: u In all ejectments brought 
on account of disputed boundaries, thu plaintiff has to 
shew beyond any reasonable doubt that he is eutitlcd to 
a verdict fur some land at least of which the defendant is 
in possession.”

The production of letters patent granting lot 31 to the 
.plaintiff, proved him to be entitled to that lot, wherever its 
metes and bounds might be; but it left the question at issue 
between the plaintiff and the defendants untouched, which 
question was, is the piece of land for which the defendants 
defend part of that Jut 31, as the plaintiff has asserted it 
is, or not ? Upon principle and upon authority, therefore, 
if no other evidence lmd been ollered than the letters 
patent for lot 31, the plaintiff must have failed; but the 
defendants* counsel, yielding to the ruling uf the learned 
Judge, called evidence for the dcfence.

This evidence, I think, establishes beyond all reasonable 
doubt that a fence was erected as a line fence between the 
north halves of lots 31 and 32, while the former lot was in 
the occupation of the present plaintiff, and the latter in 
that of the defendants’ father: that the plaintiff and the 
defendants' father, as they cleared their land, mutually 
erected this feuce: that a portion of it was erected much 
over twenty years; and that it was all erected over twenty 
years before the commencement of this suit we may fairly 
conclude,for the plaintiff himself, who ha* lived on this north 
half of lot 31 for fifty years, will not undertake to say th&t
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i t  has not been, and that it was is sworn to by at least ten r 
witnesses.

In erecting the fence. I  think the evidence shews that 
the parties proceeded along the course of an old blazed 
line; when or for what purpose such blazed line may have 
been run did not at all'appear, but in making the fence, that 
blazed line seems to have been pursued, although the plain
tiff appears not to have been always satisfied that it was the 
true line.. What caused his doubts, or when first they arose, 
does not clearly appear; but I think the fair conclusion 
from the evidence is, that they did not assume any definite 
shape until Mr. Passmore surveyed the township in latS2-3, 
under the provisions of 2-4 Vic. cl). 64 and 25 Vic. ch. 3$, 
when, as the plaintiff himself says, he was able to see by 
the township survey that Thornbeck had land he ought 
not to have, and he got Mr. Passmore to run the line* 
Before he had said tliaU-he and Thornbeck put up tlie 
fence, and he considered it as definiug the limits of their 
lots; but he added that they were to have the line run, 
and that they were finally to make np the fencje according 
to the line when run. Thornbeck is dead, so that we cannot 
have his evidence upon this point; and in thi* action, which 
is against the heirs of Thornbeck deceased, much stress 
cannot be laid upon this portion of the plaintiffs evidence, 
in view of the provisions of the Ontario Act, 38 Vic. ch. 10 
sec. 6.

If there hod been any evidence that the line between 
these lots had been actually run upon the original survey, 
the fact that the fence had been erected along a blazed 
line would, I think, justify the inference that it was along 
the original bla2ed line. The old fence varies so little from 
the line run by Passmore, which in some places runs along 
the old line, and in other places crosses it,'and both lines 
run so nearly from the same point in the front of the con* 
cession, and the deviations in the rear half do not seem to 
be greater than might be accounted for by the difference 
between a line run through the bush fifty years or more 
ago by compass, and one run ten years ago, instrumentally,
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'when the laud was all cleared. But the onus to prove the 
true line lay not on the defendants, and their evidence 
seems to have been given for the purpose of establishing 
title by twenty years' possession, even if the piece of land 
in dispute should be considered part of lot 31.

In reply to thin evidence of the defendant* the plaintiff 
proved the fact of the survey of the township by P. L. S. 
Passmore, under the above mentioned Acta, and that after
wards the plaintiff procured Passmore to run the line 
between the lots 31 and 32. What Passiuore did was to 
•divide the block, consisting of these two lots, in equal 
ports, so miming the line, without ascertaining or determin
ing whether or not there was' an original post planted on 
the original survey designating the front angle of the lots, 
-or whether the line hod been run through upon the original 
survey, or whether or not the old fence was upon the ori
ginal line if run. The plaintiffs contention being tliat the 
true construction of the Gth section of 25 Vic. ch. Sit, is 
that the blocks between side roads as determined by the 
.survey under the Act, such blocks consisting of two luts, 
Are imperatively to be divided into equal lots, whether the 
old monuments and lines between lots as run upon the 
original survey are in existence and plainly discernible or not

The plaintiff also gave evidence that in ls<j5 or 18GG, he 
pulled down a'piece of the old fence, and removed it to the 
Passmore.line, which, however the defendants rvguin within 
two or three days put back to the old line, and have since 
maintained it as it was first erected. The plaintiff’s conten
tion as to this was, that for two or three (Jays the fence 
remained where he had removed it to before the defendants 
removed it back again, and he contended tlrnt this entry 
broke the running of the Statute of Limitations, and that 
the time can onlj’ be counted from the time that the defen
dants moved back again the fence'to the old luie, which, 
According to the evidence, appears to have b«cn sometime 
in 1865 or 1 BUG, and this action was commenced on the 27th 
•June, 1876, before the coining into force of the Ontario 
Act 38 Vic. ch. 16.

3 8 — VOL. XXVII c.p.
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The plaintiff’s contention is, that under the. 3rd section 
of 24 Vic. ch. 64, in conncctioti with the Gth section of 25 
Vic. ch. 38, the lines between Jots, whether there be or 
be not any original monument* existing defining the 
boundaries as laid down upon the original survey, are to be 
run aud laid down upon the ground, by dividing equally 
the space in the blocks between the monuments planted at 
the side line road allowances under authority of the Acts; 
and that although the defendants may have been in posses
sion, as part of lot 32, of a piece of land by such division 
made part of lot 31—nay, that although in truth and in 
fact, according to the original monuments planted upon the 
original survey, such piece of land was always undoubtedly 
part of lot.32, and so held b}* grant from the Crown—it 
shall be recovered by the plaintiff as, aud shall be taken to 
be, part of lot 31 granted to him by the letters patent issued 
in 1839.

The defendants, on the contrary, contend that whenever 
original monuments, or their situs, cau be found upon the 
ground defining the limit between lots as surveyed upon 
the original survey, they must govt̂ x* as the starting points 
in front, and that the lines as originally run, if run and 
they can be found, must govern, aud that in such case the 
direction contained in the Utii section of 25 Vic. ch. 38 does 
not apply.

They Also contend that os the plaintiff is the person who 
affirms that the piece in dispute is part of lot No. 31, and 
he is Keeking fur that reason to disturb tliu defendants’ 
possession, it lies upon him to prove that no trace of the 
monuments planted or lines run, if run upon the original 
survey, can be found, before he cun claim a division of the 
block in which these two lots are, under the Acta referred to.

Ait to this point the plaintiff ottered no evidence, relying 
upon tho construction, which he now contends for, of the 
0th section of the latter Act, as jieremptory applicable in 
all cases.

The defendants also vely upon the Statute of Limitations, 
as a bar to tho plaintiff's recovery, even if the piece in. 
dispute is to be taken as part of lot 31.
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The plaintiff, on the contrary, contends that the effect ol 
the latter portion of the <ith clause of 25 Vic. ch. 38, is to 
vest the piece in the plaintiff, notwithstanding that the 
'defendants might havu acquired title by the Statute of 
Limitations, or at least that the statute was to be regarded 
as running only from the passing.

The defendants’ counsel abstained from arguing tho 
point aa to the construction of the non obstante part of 
the 6th section of the Act, not that he abandoned the title 
claimed to be acquired under the Statute of Limitations, 
but that he relied chiefly upon his construction of the 25 
Vic. ch. 33 as to the running of aide linue, and the absence 
of any evidence upon the part of the plaintiff to shew any 
occasion for adopting an}* other liuc than that which was 
determined on the original Huwey; and iu tbe absence olao 
of all evidence upon his part to shew that such original sur
vey established the line os contended fur by the plaintiff.

The first observation which seems naturally to present 
itself in considering the plaintiff's contention is, that there 
does not appear to exist any such urgent necessity as 
should induce the Legislature .to enact such a sweeping 
interference with vested rights as that iu a case where tbe 
limit between lots as designed and laid down upon tho 
ground upon the original survey, (which intended to make 
the lots equal) and according to which the letters patent, 
granting the respective lots issued, can be found and traced, 
a division of those lots should nevertheless be made in such 
a manner as to transfer to one person u strip of laud which 
had been, it may be for forty or fifty years, the undoubted 
property of another, granted to him by letters patent, 
issued in pursuance of the original -survey.

The statute 24 Vic. ch. 64 fixed the side line road allow* 
ances, then already o^ned, as they were o t̂ened, and as 
they should be defined on the ground under the Act, as 
unalterable side line road allowances, although they should 
run upon courses different from thosu contemplated ou the 
original survey. -After the survey directed by the Act of 
those side line road allowances throughout the township
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should be effected, then the 3rd section provided that 
whenever a survey should be made of any line for side* 
road allowance, which had not beeu opened previous to 
the passing of the Act, or any division line or limit 
between lots, the Hues should be drawn from the post or 
monument planted in the original survey at the front 
angle of such road allowance, or lot respectively, and that 
if such original post or monument should be lost, and so 
satisfactory evidence of the position of the same should 
exist, then that the surveyor should proeeed as in similar 
cases under the law in this behalf.

Before this Act was put into operation, it seems to have 
been thought desirable to provide also for determining the 
unojiened side road allowances, at the same time as those 
opened, should be marked and defined upon the ground. 
Accordingly, the 23th Vic. ch. 38, was passed in 18G2, and 
thereby a special provision "was made for determining the 
unopened side road allowances. The directions given by 
the statute for tliat purpose are, that the surveyor making 
the survey directed by the former Act, shall commence 
from such posts or monuments as were planted or marked 
on the original survey for the front angles of such road 
allowance; or, if such original land marks could not be 
found, then the surveyor should obtain the best evidence 
the nature of the case admits of respecting such post, limit, 
or allowance for side road; and if the saiue could not be 
satisfactorily ascertained, then he was directed to measure 
the distance between the nearest opened roads established, 
by the former Act, or between a side road so established, 
and the nearest undisputed post limit; and upon taking 
such measurement, so as to establish the roada in such a 
manner as to leave an equal breadth for the lots on each 
aide thereof to the nearest established road or original 
monument. In other words, to lay out the new road allow* 
ances so as to make the lots between them, or between one 
of them and the nearest established road or original monu
ment, of equal breadth.

Now, it is to be observed that the principle here estab
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lished recognizes all the original monuments planted on the 
original survey. The deviation from the original survey, 
which is sanctioned, is the courae of the side linos, whi:'h is 
made to conform to the courses of those already established 
and opened.

Again, it is to be observed that some of the posts or 
monuments which, in establishing the site of unopened side 
lines, the surveyor is directed to regard a» fixed and un
alterable, may be posts planted on the original survey 
between lots.

For the purpose of determining side-road allowances 
between such a post and the nearest established road allow
ances, these monuments are fixed, determined, and unalter
able. They must, therefore, also be so, as it appears to me, 
fur the purpose of defining the liue between tin: lots, the 
front angles of which they were plumed on the original 
survey to designate.

This consideration, iu my judgment, throw* much light 
upon the intention of the Legislature iu the sixth section.

Now, in the case before us, we do not know whether or 
not original monuments were found determining uii the 
ground the situs of the road allowances east of lot 31 and 
west of lot 32. For all that appears, these side-line road 
allowances may be for the whole length of these lots, run 
precisely in the same position as they were established 
upon the original survey.

Mr. Passmore himself, with reference to the old fence, 
upon which the defendants rely as the original boundary, 
says, that upou the line of it -he s<iw three stumps marked 
north and south, having three notches. These, he says, 
represented old line truus. The fenco, he sajrs, evidently 
had been built on some survej'; and he could not under
take to say that it wus uot made from the original 
monuments.

Now, if this should be the state of the case, 1 cannot see 
any principle upon which the liue should be determined 
otherwise titan in accordance with the original survey.

If the liue was ruu through upon the original survey,
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that line should still, as it appenre to me, remain. If it 
was not originally run through, but was only marked with 
a post in front, then perhaps the Act would require that 
the line should be run from the monuments in front in 
conformity with side road allowances now established, at 
the east side of lot 31, and the west side of lot 32. But Z 
cannot, 1 confess, see anything to justify the ignoring tho 
original monument,' if its site can be established, as the 
point from which the line id to be run. The whole princi
ple of the Act is to recognize the original monuments aa 
still binding, and therefore the sixth section of the Act, 
upon which Mr. Kerr so much relied, must, as it appears to 
me, he given a construction consistent with that principle.

That section enacts that: The side-lines or limits he* 
tween lots, as mentioned in the third section of the Act 
hereinbefore mentioned( shall be drawn so as to give an 
equal breadth to the lots contained between the monuments 
hereinbefore established.

That Was simply a direction confirmatory of the design 
of the original survey, which no doubt was to give equal 
spaces between the side liue road allowances. But why in 
this section is any reference made to the third section of 
the former Act ? If it was intended that, although original 
monuments were to be respected and maintained as planted 
on the original survey in all cases, except where they were 
planted to designate the front angles between lots, and in 
running the line between lots, it would have been easy and 
simple to have said, “ The side lines and limits between lota 
shall in all cases be drawn so as to give an equal breadth,” 
&c., without any reference to the former Act. The refer
ence to the third section of the former Act, when giving 
directions as to running the lines between lota, must have 
been for some purpose, and the purpose appears to me to 
be plain when we do refer to that third section; for there 
we find the direction to be to draw suck limit from the 
post or monument planted upou the original survey to mark 
the commencement of such line or limit; and should such 
original post be lost, and no satisfactory evidence* exist of
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(he position of the same, that then the surveyor should 
proceed.as in other similar cases under the law in tliat 
behalf, namely, by measuring and d i v i d i n g  the space 
between the nearest original monumeuts.

Now, by the now provision, this principle being main
tained for tbe purpose of determining the side-line rood 
allowances by the 3rd sec. of 25 Vic., and those road allow- 
ances being made unalterable, there was no occasion to go 
further in running lines between lots than to the nearest 
aide line road allowances; and ns there are only two lota 
between each, the space is to bu divided equally; but if 
the original monument is in existence, that id to be the 
starting point; it is not to be disturbed, and the principle, 
both of tbe original survey, the scheme of which also was. 
«qual division between side-line road allowances, and of the 
Act, is maintained. This direction, as to dividing equally 
between road allowances, is, 'as it appears to me, substituted 
for the direction in the 3rd sec. of 24 Vic., when the monu
ments are lost, and satisfactory evidence of their position 
does not exist.

To stand by the monuments planted on the original 
survey is the first principle of the general law, and I think 
Also of these Acts. If they are lost, the next is, equal division 
between side-line road allowances established by the Acts, 
and which are established upon tbe basis of original monu
ments when found being invariably respected and main
tained.

The proper conclusion, as it appears to me, to be arrived 
■at in the case is one similar to that arrived at by the Court 
of Queen's Bench in Babuun v. Lauaoa, 27 U. C. R. 399, 
namely, that upon this evidence we cannot say that the 
plaintiff, upon whom the onus prolandi lay, has made out 
A clear case that the piece of land for wliich the defendants 
defend is part of the plaintiffs lot 31, and the plaintiff 
therefore should be nonsuited.

I  think therefore, that the proper rule to make will be, 
to enter a nonsuit, unless the pluiutirf shall elect within one 
month to take out a rule for a new trial upon payment of
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which the case a* it at present stand* id detective.

The case having been almost wholly argued upon both 
sides upon the construction of the statute, we are not .called 
upon, in the view which I  have taken, to decide the point 
raised under the Statute of Limitations; but as it seems to 
me that the claim made by the ploiutiff is only a little, 
more than the straightening of*an old crooked line, and a& 
the line as proposed by the plaintiff gives to both parties 
an equal quantity, and as I think the parties will find it to 
their advantage to come to an amicable arrangement of the 
dispute, I have no objection, with a view to fur then ng that 
eud, to express ray present impression to be that what the 
plaintiff did for the purjrose of retaking possession in 1805 
or 1806 will be found to have the effect of stopping the run
ning of the Statute of Limitations, if upon the* piece of land 
being found to be a part of lot 31, they should have to rest 
their title upon statutory possession. That a portion of the 
piece in dispute would be found to be on lot 31, I think 
highly probable, even if the liue should be run from the 
point in the front angle of the lot which the defendants 
claim to be the site of the original monument, and which 
is the point from which the old fence commenced to be run 
at the south end of the lot, unless it cun be proved tliut the 
line itself was run through from front to rear upon the 
original survey, and tliat the old fence was erected through
out upon such line.

In my judgment, therefore, the rule should be to enter a 
nonsuit, unless the plaintiff shall within one month elect 
to take a rule for a new trial upon jtayment of costs.

Hagarty, C. J.—It is impossible to feel free from doubt 
as to the proper conclusion to be arrived at on the very 
unsatisfactory evidence before us. The land in dispute is 
trifling in extent, and it is much tu be regretted that the 
litigation should bo prolonged.

The plaintiff both at triul and in term rests his right to- 
recover wholly on his construction of the statute.

3 0 4  COMMON PLEAS, HILABT TERM, 40 VIC., 1877.
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The defendant objects that it was incumbent on the 
plaintiff to give some evidence, either that there was no 
original monument marking the commencement of the 
aide-line, or that it was lost and no satisfactory evidence 
existing of its position.

Hr. Passmore, who made the statutable survey of the 
road allowances, and afterwards ran this side-liuc, can give 
no evidence of any search or enquiry for any such post. 
He also tells us of an old fence, and of notuhed stumps and 
blazes: that the fence had evidently been built on some 
survey; and that he could not say that the surveyor had 
not the original monuments proved when he made his 
survey; and that line may have been made from the 
original monument.

I understand him to say distinctly that in running this 
&ide line he confined himself strictly to making au equal 
divisiou of the two lots, by a line drawn equi-distant froui 
the road monuments, .several years previously planted by 
him, and parallel to the courses of such roads.

We have no explanation from Ur. Passmore of the course 
adopted in ascertaining the position of the side-roads, 
whether they had been already opened up and travelled, as 
meutioned in the first Act, or not opened, or marked off for 
the flint time, under the provisions of the second Act, nor 
from what monuments (if any) he measured east or west of 
these roads.

All the evidence pointed to an old side-line having been 
run from a known starting poiut or mouumeut.

IjJow any such monument must have been within a very 
few feet of what it is now contended is the equidistant 
point from the side roads.

If such a monument existed, or its situation provable, it 
is hai-d to believe that the Legislature ever intended that it 
should be interfered with.

The first Act clearly shews that such was not the inten
tion, and we must require very dear words in the second 
Act to satisfy us that any other intention was subsequently 
entertained.

3 9 — VOL. x x v n  c .P.
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Section 4 in the second Act, in providing for the survey 
of aide-roads not previously opened, direct* the measure* 
ment of the distance between “ the nearest opened,” &c., 
44 ride-road, or between the side-road so established and th« 
nearest undisputed post limit or monument, as the cane 
may be.”

In .all this we see no intention of ignoring any original 
monument.

Then the sixth section directs the side-lines or limits 
between lots, as mentioned in the third section of the first 
Act, shall be drawn so as to give an equal breadth to the 
lots contained between the monuments hereinbefore estab
lished.

Taking the two Acts together, I  cannot bold that the 
Legislature intended any original monument to be ignored.

I  think the plaintiff here ought not to call on us to hold 
him entitled to an absolute mathematically exact division 
of these lots, without proving with reasonable clearness 
how the roads were laid out, the evidence of his own sur
veyor strongly pointing to an old survey and fencing of a 
line, in all probability based upon the original survey and 
monuments.

I  wish to be understood as of opinion that as soon as the 
plaintiff shewed, if he could shew, how the roads had been 
established and the statutable directions obeyed, that then 
he would be entitled to the exact divisions for which he 
contends.

'If the surveyor who laid out the roads had given any 
evidence to shew that he had ascertained their position, 
«ither as being roads already opened and travelled, or, if 
new roads, then that he had to the best of his ability ascer
tained their position by reference to the nearest original 
monuments, I should be satisfied.

But nothing of this kind appears in the evidence as 
reported to us.'

But it may be that we should hold that when tbe plain
tiff has once proved an actual survey and planting of 
monuments at the side-roads, that the prima facie infer*
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•ence ought to be, that be is entitled to the exact statutable 
division, and that it then rests on the defendants to shew 
something to rebut such result, e. g., the existence or proof 
of situation of an original monument supporting his 
•contention.

The difficulty here is, that the surveyor who made thin 
statutable survey is the witness whose uvidence creates the 
strong doubt as to the plaintiff’* right to recover, or to 
move the old boundary, or that the side-roads were laid out 
■as the Act directs.

It is very probable that if the cane be again tried the 
plaintiff uiay prove all that is required to uphold his. 
contention.

I must again reinait that it is on die uncertainty of the 
statements n.s to the survey as reported to us that I form 
my opinion.

I am inclined to go further, and hold that if a plaintiff 
merely proves the fact of the planting of the monuments 
-at the roads, he has made a prima fade  case. But here 
the whole doubt and difficulties are crcated in his attempt 
to give such proof.

1 think under all the circumstances we should direct the 
«ase to be tried again, and that tliie costs should abide the 
«vent, as I think both were in fault in eliciting the proper 
•evidence.

As to the Statute of Limitations, I at present agree with 
my brother Gwynne.

G a l t , J . — A fte r  th e  be.st c o n s id e ra tio n  I  h a v e  b ee n  a b le  
t o  g iv e  to  th i s  cage, I  t h i u k  th e re  sh o u ld  b e  a  n e w  tr ia l ,  
w i th  co s ts  to  a b id e  th e  e v e n t

I fully concur with iny brother Gwynne that the onus 
probandi that the land in dispute belongs to him reatw on 
the plaintiff; but I am of opinion that in this case, the 
onus of proving the existence or non-existence of an original 
monument lias been cast upon the party asserting nuch to 
be the case, and that it makes no difference whether such 
party is plaintiff or defendant, under the peculiar pvovi-
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aions of section 3 of of 24 Vic. ch. 64, and the 6th section 
of 25 Vic. ch. 38.

The 3rd section enact) that any division line or limit 
between lots in the said township, (Scarborough), shall be 
drawn from the post or monument planted in the original 
survey at the front augle of such road allowance or to mark 
the commencement of such line ur limit, or should such 
original post or mouuuient be lost, and no satifautory evi
dence exist of the position df the same, the surveyor shall 
proceed as in other similar cases under the law in this 
behalf

Had it not been fur the subsequent statute, the plaintiff 
would have been called upon to prove that the line between 
him and the defendant had been drawn from the post or 
monument planted in the original survey, or that it liad 
been lost, and no satisfactory evidence could be given of its 
existence, before he would have been entitled to proceed to 
an equal division of the land between the two roads; but 
by the 6th sec. of 55 Vic., the side-line or limits between 
lots as mentioned in the foregoing section shall be drawn 
so as to give an equal breadth to the lots contained between 
the monument* hereinbefore established.

I  confess tliat this enactment appears to me to have 
been intended to apply to all cases, whether there was an 
original monument or not, but, at any rate, that it casts 
the proof of such original monument on the party asserting 
its existence.

In other words—the plaintiff would be entitled to 
succeed upon proving an equal division between the monu
ments referred  ̂to in the statute, unless the defendant could 
prove the existence of an original monument between the 
lots.

As I have already stated, I do not at present express the 
opinion tliat such proof would establish^he defendant's 
case, but I am satisfied that he caunot succeed without it.

R uU  absolute.
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Appeal by the defendants from the judgment of Kelly. J., 
u O.W.N. 875.

The appeal was hoard by Meredith, C.J.O., Maclarkx, 
JIaoee, and Hodgixs, JJ.A.

10. D. Armour, K.C., for the appellants.
G. Lynch-Staunton, JC.C., and W. A. Logie, for the plaintiffs, 

the respondents.

The CounT dismissed the appeal with costs.
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EPSTEIN v. LYONS.

Title to L and— Ascerta inm ent o f  Boundary-line  between Tiers  
of Lots— Evidence— Ownership o f  Legal E s ta te— Mortgage  
— Foreclosure— Posscsvioii —  Xon-uscr  —  R ig h t  o f  IV'ay—  
Easem ent— Prescription— In ju n c t io n  —  Conveyance to A s 
signee fo r  Jicnefit o f Creditors— Title O uts tanding  in  As~ 
xignce.

Judgment upon the defendants’ appeal from the judgment 
of Kklly, J., fj O.W.N. 875. urns'pronounced by a Divisional 
Court corn posed of Meredith, C.J.O., Maclakiw, ^Iachi:, and 
JIoikuns, JJ.A., on the 27th November, 1SJJ4, and the result is 
noted ante 023.

Hensons for the judgment were given later by IIaokk, J.A .:— 
The d e f e n d a n t s  appeal irom the judgment of Kelly. J., which 
declares that the easterly boundary of the plaintiffs’ lot 3 on 
James street ill Ilughson's survey in the city of Hamilton, is a 
line drawn parallel, with and 15-» ft. G in. distant easterly from 
James street, and that the plaintiffs arc. entitled 1o the use of 
an alleyway alons the south side of lot 3 on Hngh.suu street, in 
the same survey, in common with all others entitled thereto, and 
restraining the defendants from crcctiu# any Icncc, wall, or 
other obstruction on the easterly part o£ the plaintiffs’ said 
lands, and ordering the defendants to remove the wall by them 
orwted thereon and to restore the ground to its previous eon* 
dition, and restrainm;' the defendants from using any part of 
the plaintiffs’ said lot •> to afford access to or as a right of way 
appurtenant to the defendants’ lands, bcin<' part of lot 2 on 
JamcN Ktreet.

The learned trial Judge has set out so fully the fad* that it 
k  nnijews-snry to refer to them in detail.



The plaintiffs claim us owners of lot :J on Junes street. Tltat 
lot "'.is acquired by Mark ITill iu 1871. and wax mortgaged by 
him to Edward Martin on the 14lh February, 1SS7. Hill, on 
the 10th December, 1SSS, assigned all his property to F. IT. 
Lamb in trust to sell and convert and p:iv expenses and pay Uis 
ereditoi-s, and any surplus to Ilill. It does not appear that 
L a m b  did anything under this ussignment unless to register it.

On the 26th December, 1S9Q, by u deed, which roeites that 
on the 9th May, 1SS9. Hill had assigned his property to David 
Blackley for the benefit of his executors and had afterwards 
compromised with his creditors. Hill and Blackley conveyed lot 
3 on Janies street to one Farewell, with a right of way over the 
southerly strip of 11 feet 4 inches of lot 3 on Itughson street, 
which adjoins lot 3 on James street, but reserving a right of 
way iu common over the e a s t e r l y  twelve feet of lot 3 on James 
street.

On the 23rd May. 18H9. Martin obtained judgment for pos
session and foreclosure in mi action against Farewell, the action 
being referred to the Master at Hamilton. On the Gth June. 
J899. the Master reported that he had‘added J*\ 1L Lamb and 
others as defendants, and, they not having appeared, he had de
clared them foreclosed, and he appointed the IGth December. 
J899, for payment o[ the mortgage-debt by Farewell. On the 
same IGth June, 1S99, he, as Deputy Registrar, certified that all 
the defendants stood foreclosed by his order, as Master, of that 
date. The order is not produced.

Objection is taken to the regularity of these proceedings for 
foreclosure.; but, inasmuch as Martin had the legal estate, he was 
entitled to possession, .and the plaintiffs, as claiming under him. 
are also entitled thereto. He entered into possession at once, 
and laid a fence put across the north end of the eleven-foot strip 
now in question, at the back of t h e  lot; and any objection to t h e  

proceedings for foreclosure or to the absence of foreclosure of 
any parties interested arc now removed by length of possession.

Tho defendants; claim the eleven foot strip referred to as be
ing part of lot 3 on ITughsfm street in llughsou's survey. If 
this wore so, lot 3. on James street would have been laid out 
eleven feet shorter than all the other live lots fronting on James 
street in the same block, and lot 3 on Uugh-sou street correspond
ingly shorter than all the others fronting on Hughstm street. 
Apart from this being wholly unlikely, it is contrary to the old 
Mackenzie map of the town oi Hamilton, published iu 183G, as 
“ reduced and compiled from various "‘surveys by Alexander 
Mackenzie, surveyor," and the other map ‘' reduced and com



piled from various surveys in 1S37 by Joshua Lind, surveyor." 
Both arc produced from the registry office, where they have been 
for many years, and arc recognised by surveyors, solicitors, and 
convoynncci's as authentic maps and tho best information avail
able ; and in the ease of one block, where the numbers in Lind's 
and Mackenzie's maps differ, owing possibly to a later survey 
in one, the Registrar has opened an index shewing both numbers.

These maps .shew tho block divided by a straight lino joining 
the boundary between the lots fronting on James street and 
those fronting 011 Ilughson street. Mackenzie's map, in its “ ro- 
fex,eneps,M states: “ The lots circumscribed thus”  (giving a col
our) “ the property of James Ilughson;” and so with lots of 
other owners; and this block, with others, has apparently that 
«olour, though faded. Thou the deed from Hagiison on the 3rd 
December, 1840, of lot 2 on James street in this bloelt, made 
while he was still tho owner of lot 3 011 Ilughson street, recog
nises this map, for the lot is conveyed “ as described on Mac
kenzie's map of Hamilton aforvKaid.” The deeds of lot 1 011 
James street on the 5th March, 183G, and of lot 3 on James 
street on the 1st October, 1838, to which latter Joshua Lind, of 
Hamilton, surveyor, was subscribing witness, give each of those 
two lots a length of 2 chains 24 links and a frontage of 1 chain 
8 Jinks; the words “ more or less" being added in the case of lot 
3. These f{'outages arc those stated on Mackenzie’s map.

Then there is the evidence of Mark Hill, practically un
challenged, that, when he purchased lot 3 on James street in 
3871, there was a fence existing at the rear end, which was on 
the line now claimed by the phtintifis. This line coincides with 
the actual division lines at lots 2. 5, and G. and is not shewn to 
differ from that at lot 1 or that at lot 4.

On tho question of possession, lliil says that he pulled down 
that fcnce of 1S71 soon after he acquired lot 3 on Ilughson 
street, which was on the 30th September, 18SS, and did not erect 
another either on the same or any other line. After acquiring 
that land for the purpose of obtaining an outlet to Ilughson 
street, the only object of tearing down the i'enec would, be to 
give access that way, and it would seem he would have no reason 
for crccting another dose fence eleven feet further west, in a 
position to shut oft from his buildings tho very outlet which he 
had been planning for. Up till the deed to Farewell in 1890, 
both lots were beneficially owned by ITill or his assignees, and 
there rould be no adverse possession. In 1S99, Martin, the mort-



gagce, took p o s s e s s i o n ,  and Iatev put the fence across the north 
end of this ll*foot strip in dispute. It is not without si^ui- 
fieancc that the shed or lean-to near that fence, and between the 
plaintiffs’ and the defendants’ stable, 'vas, according to wit
nesses for the defendants, attached to the plaintiffs ’ stable, and 
extended across to within two or three feet of tho defendants' 
stable—which does not indicate an abandonment of claim to the 
Ktiip.

The learned trial Judge has dealt so fully with the evidence 
as to the existence of a fencc and non-access through it, that it 
would be bootless to refer to it in detail. Over 60 witnesses 
were called. He had the opportunity of seeing them; and a 
perusal of the evidence given docs not lead one to differ from 
his conclusion on the question of fact, that the plaintiffs and 
their predecessors in title were not out of possession. The plain
tiffs are, therefore, entitled to succeed as to the ownership of 
that 11-foot strip.

That carries with it the absence of any right to the defend
ants to enter upon it from the door which they opened in the 
eastern end of the north side of their new building of 1911, on 
the north part of lot 2 on James street. There was no opening 
from lot 2 to that strip previously, Mark Hill deeded to them 
such rights, if any, as lie had reserved in the deed to Farewell; 
but that was not a right for lot 2, which belonged to Promgiicy; 
and, even if it were any, the'rights of Hill ai’e overridden by 
the mortgagee title of Martin.

There remains the question of the plaintiffs’ right to a way 
from lot 8 on James street to Hughson street over the southerly 
11 ft. 4 in. strip of lot 3 on Hughson street. That right of way 
was not covered by Martin’s mortgage, and Martin’s title to it 
depended on his deed from Farewell. Fai’cwell’s title depended 
on the deed-to him from Ilill and Blackley, made after Ilill had 
granted both lots to Lamb in December, 1SS3. No explanation 
is given as to why Hill made the two assignments. Consider
ing the lapse of time and the absence of any sign of action by 
Lamb', and the fact that Hill was allowed to lease and receive 
rents from and convey the part of lot 3 on Hughson street, the 
fair inference from the statement that he compromised with his 
creditors would seem to be that his creditors were all settled 
with by him, and therefore that he beeamc entitled to have his 
real estate rc-eonvoyed to him by J.amb, who bccamc and was a 
bare trustee for him before the date of the deed to Farewell. 
I t would not bo too much, indeed, to presume that there was a



m'oiiveyaucc by Lamb to cither JliJI or Ulaekley, which has dis
appeared, just as IUll’s assignment to Blackley has disappeared. 
If there was such a rcconvcyancc, then Farewell’s title was com
plete. Kven, without it, the plaintiffs, as claiming1 under Fare
well’* deed to Martin, wunld be the beneficial owncin of the 
way and entitled to exercise il and to prevent its interruption by 
the wall built across it by the defendants.

Apart from xuvh a question and from the elu*et to bo given to 
the reference to the way in the deed from Ilill to the defendants, 
the plaintiffs and those wider whom they claim have been, by 
themselves and their tenant*, iising the way as of rigrht for jiioi*o 
than twenty years before action: after Lamb’s estate in lot 3 on 
llughsou street aemicd in 3SSS, and after the deed to Farewell 
in 3830.

The appeal should bo dismissed with costs.
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Kelly, J .  F ebruary 11t h , lf>14.

EPSTEIN v. LYONS.

Title to Land—Ascertainment of Boundary-line between Tieri 
of Lots-—Evidence—Ownership of Legal Estate—Mortgage 
—Foreclosure— Possession — Non-iUer— Right of Way— 
Easement—Injunction—Conveyance to Assignee for Benefit 
of Creditors—Title outstanding in Assignee.

Action to restrain the defendants from -erecting any fence, 
wail, or other obstruction upon the rear of the plaintiffs’ lands, 
to compel the removal of a wall already built, and to restrain 
the defendant# from using any part of lot 3 on James street, 
Hamilton, for the purpose of access to the defendants’ lands, 
being part of lot 2 on James street, and for damages.

The action was tried without a jury at Hamilton.
G. Lynch-Stauntou, K.C., and W. A. Logie, for the plaintiff*.
E. D. Armour, K.C., for the defendants.

K elly ,  J. ■.—Ou the 14th February, 1887, Mark Hill, who 
was the owner of lot 3 on the east side of James street, in Hamil
ton, mortgaged it to Edward Martin. Lot 3 is in a block bounded 
on the north by Cannon street (formerly Henry), on th<? east 
by Hughson street, on the south by Gore street, and on the west 
by James street This block comprises 6 lots fronting on James 
street and 6 lots fronting on Hughson street, the lots on 
each street numbering consecutively from south to north.

It is admitted by counsel that lot 3 on James street and lot 
3 on Hughson street Abut each other.

On the 30th September, 1883, Hill obtained a conveyance 
of lot 3 on the west side of Hughson street. On the 10th Decem
ber, 1888, he made a general assignment of his assets to F. H. 
Lamb for the benefit of his creditors, the assignment being 
executed, not only by him, but also by other persons said to be 
his creditors. On the 9th May, 1898, he made another assign
ment for the benefit of his creditors to one Blackley.

On the 26th April, 1890, Blackley and Hill conveyed to 
Adolphus Farewell lot 3 on James street and a right of way over 
the southerly 1-1 feet 4 inches of lot 3 on Hughson street, reserv
ing to Hill, for the use of himself and Farewell and their heirs, 
etc., a right of way over the easterly 12 feet of -lot 3 on Janie's 
street.
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On the 11th May, 1899, Farewell granted to Edward Martin 
a right of way over the southerly 11 feet and 4 inches of lot :< 
on Hughson street; and on thf 16th June, 1899, Martin obtained 
a final order of foreclosure in respect of Jot 3 on James street as 
against Farewell, the original defendant in the foreclosure pro
ceedings, and F. H. Lamb and others, who had been made 
parties defendant in the Master’s office.

On the 22nd October, 1904, the executors of Edward Martin 
conveyed to the plaintiffs the southerly 34 feet and 8 inches of 
lot 3 on James street and a right of way over the southerly 11 
feet 4 inches of lot 3 on Hughson street, reserving to themselves 
for the benefit of the remainder of lot 3 on James street a right 
of way 11 >feet 4 inches in width, extending along the northerly 
boundary of the easterly 68 feet of the land then conveyed, 
thence southerly along the rear of the lot to its southerly bound- 
ary, and thence easterly along the southerly boundary of lot 3 
on Hughson street to the west side of Hughson street.

On the 17th February, 1905, the executors of Martin con
veyed to Jane Burgess the remaining part of lot 3 on James 
street and the right of way over the southerly 13 feet 4 inches of 
lot 3 on Hughson street and the right of way (reserved by the 
above-mentioned conveyance from the Martin executors to the 
plaintiffs) over the above-mentioned 68 feet and the rear 11 feet 
4 inches of the southerly port of the James street lot.

In January, 1912, the plaintiffs acquired title to the part of 
lot 3 on James street so conveyed to Jane Burgess, following 
which the executors of Martin released to them the right of way 
over the 68 feet And over the easterly 11 feet 4 inches of that lot.

On the 24th December, 1903, the North American Life As
surance Company granted to the defendants the northerly 22 
feet 71/2 inches of lot 2 on James street (being immediately 
south of lot 3 on Jiames street); and on the 29th October, 1910, 
Mark Hill conveyed to the defendants the rear part of lot 3 on 
Hughson street. ~

On the 30th May, 1913, Hill made a further conveyance to 
the defendants of part of lot 3 on Hughson street . . .

[This -was for the purpose of « better description of the lands 
conveyed.}

The dispute which resulted in the present action is largely 
traeeable to two sources; first, the uncertainty that seems to 
prevail as to the true location of the boundary line between the 
lota fronting on James street and those fronting on Hughson 
street; and, secondly, from the contention set up by the defend-
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ante that, even if the location of that line is 8uch that the lauds 
in dispute are really a part of lot 3 on James street, the pl&intiiTa 
and their predecessors in title have been out of possession far 
such time as defeats their title.

The only record from the registry office put in at the trial of 
any plan of the lots in this block was two maps, or copies of 
maps, which are and have been for a long time in use in that 
office. These are not original plans. . . .

These maps or plans seem to have been, to some extent at 
least, recognised by conveyancers and surveyors. The evidence 
of the Deputy Registrar, who has held his present position since 
1890, is that ;there is no registered plan shewing lot 3 on James 
street or lot 3 on Hughson street. It is contended for the de
fendants that these . . . maps do not properly estublish the 
location of the lot-lines or the size of the lots, and that they are 
not proper sources of information. It is quite apparent from 
surveys and measurements recently made that the distance from 
the easterly line of James street to the westerly line of Hughson 
street, as these lines now appear on the ground, is several feet 
in excess of the distance indicated by the earlier conveyance of 
these lots. . . .

The firet matter to be determined is the location of the divid
ing line between the lots on James street and those on Hughson 
street. . . .

The defendants’ contention is, that the dividing line between 
these lots is nearer to James street than is claimed by the plain
tiffs. The dividing line, on the ground, between the properties 
immediately to the south of these two lots and also between some 
of the properties to the north, particularly on the south side of 
Cannon street, is and always has been, so far as any witness has 
been able to speak, practically in a direct line with what is con
tended by the plaintiffs is the true dividing line between lot 3 on 
James street and lot 3 on Hughson street.

On the south side of Cannon street this dividing line is a line 
running southerly between two old and substantial buildings, 
and it continues southerly across lots 6 and 5 to the southerly 
limit of lot 5, its existence between the two properties being of 
long standing. Surveys made in recent years shew thin line as 
being at Cannon street, 153 feet 6 inches east of the east limit 
of James street as laid out on the ground, and 150 feet 6 inches 
west of the west limit of Hughson street as laid out on the 
ground. The easterly boundary, long existing, of the property 
to the south of lot 3 on James street is 153 feet and 6 inches 
from the east limit of that street as laid out on the ground. The
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conveyance of this property to the defendants describes it us 
running from James street 153 feet and 6 inches more or less 
to the rear of lot 2. The easterly limit of the defendants’ build
ing on lot 2, erected by them, is that distance from Jftmes 
street . . .

Mr. Armour, for the defendants, urged that, the earlier con
veyances of lot 3 on James street having described the lines 
punning east and west as being 2 chains and 24 links, the divid
ing line between the two tiers of lots should be placed arbitrarily 
at that distance from James street; and that, the measurements, 
from east to west, of lot 3 on Hughson street not being given in 
the old conveyances, the latter lot should be taken to comprise 
and include all the land east of a line 2 chains and 24 links from 
James street The force of that argument is affected by other 
considerations arising from the form of the description. . . .

I think the evident intention was that lot 3 on Janies street 
should run back, not an arbitrary distance of 2 chains and 24 
links, but 2 chains and 24 iinl« more or less to its south-easterly 
angle and north-easterly angle, wherever those points really 
were. Dividing the distance from James street to Hughson 
street on the ground, as ascertained by recent measurements, in 
the same proportion as the earlier conveyances state the area 
of lot 3 on James street bore to that of lot 3 on Hughson street, 
would result in locating the line of division at or very near 
what is now contended by the plaintiffs to be the true easterly 
limit of the James street lot.

In the absence of more positive evidence, and taking the evi
dence before me of long-established physical boundaries of many 
of the lots,' some to the north and some to the south, the long 
recognition of the dividing lines between these lots by successive 
owners, the difference between the superficial area of lot 3 on 
James street and lot 3 on Hughson street, coupled with the evi
dence of the conditions which existed in these latter lots, I think 
a reasonable view is, that the true line of division between these 
lots is to be found' by continuing the existing boundary-line be* 
tween the old buildings fronting on Cannon street southerly to 
what was and now is the easterly limit of the property adjoin
ing to the south lot 3 on James street, that is, at the north-east
erly angle of the defendants’ present building, or 153 feet and 
6 inches east of the present easterly limit of James street. . . .

The question of the rights of the parties in respect of the 
easterly portion of lot 3 on James street, as I have so defined 
it, is one involving equal difficulty. The defendants erected
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on the northerly part of their James street property a building 
running to the easterly limit of lot 2 as defined upon the ground, 
and at th-o east end of the northerly aide of this building plaed 
a door leading to the north. In 1913 they erected a wall run
ning from this buildiqg northerly to the south-easterly corner of 
the building now upon the northerly part of the plaintiffs’ 
lands. This building of the plaintiffs, according to IMondie’s 
evidence, extends 143 feet and 5% inches easterly from the pre
sent east side of James street. The wail erected by the defend
ants has had the effect, not only of severing the rear portion of 
the southerly part of lot 3 from the land to the west of it, but 
also of depriving the plaintiffs of the means of access to the 
westerly part from the southerly 11 feet 4 inches of lot 3 on 
Hughson street, over which they claim to have a right of way, 
and it is to restrain the defendants from so building and main
taining this wall and to assert the rights of the plaintiffs that 
the action is brought.

The defendants wly to some extent upon the conveyance of 
the 30th May, 1913, from Hill to them. This conveyance does 
not, however, purport to grant any part of lot 3 on James street, 
but is taken on the assumption that the true boundary-line 
between that lot and lot 3 on Hughson street lies to the west 
of what I find to be its real location; so that the most the defend
ants can claim under that conveyance is the title of Hill, what
ever it was, to the westerly portion of lot 3 on Hughson street, 
and his right, title, and interest, if any, over the rear 12 feet 
of lot 3 on James street. Hill had, however, long prior to mak
ing this conveyance, parted with all of lot 3 on James street ex
cept any right that might have remained in him to pass over 
the rear 12 feet thereof. . . .

A further position taken by the defendants is, that Martin’s 
title was not perfected by the foreclosure, inasmuch as Lamb’s 
interest in the mortgaged property was not properly gotten in 
by these proceedings. This is based on the contention that 
Lamb, being a grantee of the equity of redemption, was not the 
holder of a lien, charge, or incumbrance, and was not properly 
made a party defendant in the proceedings. Whatever may be 
said in favour of this contention under other conditions, I think 
the legal estate of which Martin was possessed having become 
vested in the plaintiffs is sufficient to overcome the objection, 
so far at least as concerns the plaintiffs' right to maintain this 
action in respect of the easterly part of the James street lot. 
Lamb made no iurther conveyance of the mortgaged property, 
nor does it appear that he was at any time in possession. . . .
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There remains to be considered the further contention of the 
defendants that the plaintiffs and their predecessors in title have 
lost through non-user their title to and rights over the part of 
lot 3 on James street which lies east of the esst wall of their 
present building on the northerly part of that lot and its pro
duction southerly. . . .

I think the reasonable view is, that, -from the time the 
James street driveway was dosed at least, there was no such 
cessation of use or occupation of -the rear portion of lot 3 as to 
debar the plaintiffs and tbeir predecessors in title from their 
interest therein and their right to pass over the Hughson street 
alleyway. I have reached the same conclusion with regard to 
the time prior to the closing of the James street driveway, . . .

I must sccept the evidence offered for the plaintiffs. . . . 
Many of their witnesses are in a position to speak of the condi
tions, and what they say is consistent with other circumstances 
which one cannot overlook. I have to conclude that the defend
ants have failed to prove that the plaintiffs, who have the paper 
title, have forfeited through want of use or failure to occupy it.

The plaintiffs also ask an injunction restraining the defend
ants from using any part of lot 3 on James street for the pur
pose of affording access to lot 2 on James street, part of which is 
owned by the defendants. No such right is expressly given to 
the defendants by the conveyance to them of that lot or as 
appurtenant thereto. Any right they possess to pass over the 
rear part of lot 3 on James street was acquired in the convey
ance from Hill to them of the rear portion of lot 3 on Hughson 
street by which they also acquired “ the right, title, and interest 
of the grantor”  (Hill), “ if any, over the rear 12 feet of lot 
number'3, fronting on the east side of James street in the same 
block, as reserved in instrument number 46171, duly registered 
in the registry office -for the county of Wentworth, in common 
with the owners, tenants, and occupants of the remainder of 
said lot number 3.”

What was reserved by instrument number 46171 was “ a 
right of way <12 feet wide along the easterly boundary” of lot 3 
on James street, “ such right of way to be used as right of way 
for” Hill, who then purported to be the owner of lot 3 on Hugh- 
son street, and Farewell, to whom Hill was then conveying lot 
3 on James street, subject to the right so reserved. It is evident 
that whatever easement was created over the rear 12 feet of the 
James street lot was intended for the use and benefit of the 
owners of that lot and of the westerly portion of lot 3 on Hugh' 
son street, and was so confined.
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That -it cannot be used by the defendants as incident to their 
ownership of lot 2 is, I think, established by authority: Purdpm 
v. Robinson, 30 S.C.R. 64, and cases there cited.

Entertaining this view, I have not thought it ueceasary to 
consider the proposition put forward, that Lamb, the assignee of 
Hill, was a necessary party to any conveyance by Hill made 
after the time of his assignment.

Judgment will be in favour of the plaintiffs in accordance 
with the above findings, and for $5 damages and costs.
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WESTON v. BLACKMAN.

Title to Land—Dispute as to Ownership of Small Strip—Ascertain
ment of Boundary-line between Town Lota—Survey—Evidence 
— Fences — Original Monuments — Inference — Possession of 
Strip—Limitations Act—Estoppel.

An appeal by the defendants from the judgment of the Judge 
of the County Court of the County of Perth in favour of the plain* 
tiff in an action in that Court, brought to determine the owner
ship of a strip of land, and tried without * jury.

The appeal was heard by M eredith, C.J.O., M agee , H o d g i n s ,  
and Ferguson, JJ.A.

R. G. Fisher, for the appellants.
J. W. Graham, for the plaintiff, respondent.

M eredith, C.J.O., reading the judgment of the Court, said 
that the controversy was aa to the ownership of a small atrip of 
land, of trifling value, forming part of a lot in the town of St. 
Mary’s. The County Court Judge found that a triangular piece 
of land, having a width in front of 3 feet 8} inched, and extending 
from the street-line to a point in the rear of lot 27 (the respond
ent’s lot), formed pari of that lot.

The case was to be dealt with a* if the respondent had claimed 
the land not only by having the paper title to it. but also because 
if the paper title to it was in the appellants, their title was ex
tinguished by the operation of the Statute of Limitations.

The learned Judge determined that question in favour of the 
respondent, holding that the deceased Hugh Smyth, of whose 
estate the res]x>ndent was administratrix, and his predecessors 
in title, had had possession of a somewhat large piece of land from 
a time prior to 1897,until the appellants, iu 1913, erected a fence, 
taking it or part of ii into their lot, and thai. as far back as 1907 or 
1908 the title of the owner of it, if it formed jjart of lot 2li, became 
extinguished by the operation of the Limitations Act; and it was 
adjudged thai the rcs]K>ndcnt was the owner and entitled to the 
possession of this parcel.

The evidence of Mr. Farncombe, an Ontario Land Surveyor, 
who made a survey at the instance of Smyth, was in itself in
sufficient to establish the true boundary-line between the two 
lots. Mr. Fumcombc found no original stakes or monuments
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at any point, and made his survey on the assumption that certain 
posts or monuments, whidi were dearly not original ones, were in 
the true position for marking the points which they were intendc i 
to indicate.

Mr. Famcombe’s evidence was, however, supplemented by 
evidence that many years ago fencc*s were built, dividing the lots 
in question and the lots in rear of them, and that the o\vners of 
these lot* recognised them as being, and treated them as marking, 
the boundary-line between the lots; and there was evidence tliat 
the fence rati through from Church street to Wellington street, 
the next street north, in a straight line. It was proved also that, 
according to the plan in the registry office, the line between lots 
26 and 27 on Wellington street and the lots of the same numbers 
on Church street was a continuous straight line from street to 
street; while the line for which the appellant* contended departed 
from the straight line to the extent of about 5 feet.

The boundary-line for which the respondent contended was, 
upon the findings of fact as to the old fence, shewn, to be the true 
boundary-line between her lot and the appellants'. The facts so 
found warranted the inference that the old fence was built when the 
original monuments were in existence and on the true boundary* 
line: Home Bank of Canada v. Alight.Directories Limited (1914), 
31 O.L.R. 340.

But, even if the strip in question formed part of lot 26, the 
possession of Smyth and his predecessors was sufficient to extin
guish the title of the owner of that lot to it, as found by the County 
Court Judge.

No case of estoppel was made out; nothing could be added to 
the reasons which the Judge gave for that conclusion.

Appeal dismissed with costs.
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(IN THE KING’S UEN'CH DIVISION.)

KINGSTON v. HIGHLAND

B o u n d a r ies— M on u m en ts— D escrip tio n  o f  lan d — S u rveyo rs .

Where land has been surveyed and Lxiundariw marked and has been 
occupied and transierred according to such boundaries (or a number 
of years, the Ixmndaries no agreed to by adjoining proprietors will 
be upheld even though they do not agree exactly with the description 
in the deeds of such land.

..Action of replevin and for trespass to land. Tried before 
Barry, J. without a jury, at the Northumberland County 
Circuit, -on the jwenty-ninth and thirtieth of May, 1919. 
The facts sufficiently appear from the judgment.

Hoil. Robert Murray, K. C., for the plaintiff.
Allan A . Davison, K. C., for the defendant.

1910. July 16. The following judgment was delivered by

Barby, J. The statement of claim in this action contains 
two counts; the first, a count in replevin, for the return 
or the value of 200 spruce, fir and hemlock saw logs, and 
a quantity of spruce and fir pulp logs, estimated at the 
number of fifty, and $200 damages for their taking or deten
tion; the second, a count in trespass, for breaking and enter- 
ing lands of the plaintiff, situate in the parish of Derby in 
the county of Northumberland, and taking and carrying 
away this same saw and pulp logs, for which the plaintiff 
claims $300 damages. The defendant denies both the taking 
and the trespass, and sets up in defence that the land upon 
which the alleged trespass was committed, was and is the 
freehold of one Susan A. Demers, by whose authority and 
permission he did the acts complained of. The action was
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tried before me without a jury, at the Northumberland 
Circuit, on the twenty-ninth and thirtieth days of May last.

In the year 1S41, the Crown granted to one Richard 
Jatdine 100 acres more or less of land situate in the parish 
then called Nelson, but which now, on account of ihe erection 
of new parishes and the consequent change of old parish 
lines, is called the parish of Derby. The lot is' designated 
both in the grant and on the plan attached thereto os lot E 
in the Second Tier. It is an irregularly shaped piece of 
land of the following dimensions: 120 rods on the eastern 
side; 252 rods on its northerly side; 20 rods on the westerly 
side; and 21G rods on the south.

In 1S42, Richard Jardine conveyed to his brother John 
Jardine, the northerly half of the lot, containing 4li acres 
more or less, with the usual allowance of ten per cent for 
roads and waste. The half conveyed was to have sixty 
rods front, i, e., on the east, or one-half the frontage of the 
whole lot, and the line on the south side, *. the dividing 
line between the half conveyed and the half retained, was 
to run towards the rear so far and in such a direction Or 
course, as to enclose the said forty-six acres on the north 
side of L o t. E.

In lSUli, Richard Jardine conveyed the remainder or 
southerly half of Lot E to Thomas Kingston, who occupied 
it twenty-seven years or until he died about twenty-six 
years ago. The plaintiff is a son of the late Thomas Kingston 
who died intestate, was born on the plaoc forty-five years 
ago, and lived there until he was thirty years of age. Al
though he does not himself live on his father's half of the 
lot ac present time, he is in possession of it and looks after 
the conservation of the property both in his own right and 
the right of his brothers and sisters, children and heirs 
of the late Thomas Kingston; as against them, I do not 
understand him to claim any adverse title.

The foregoing facts are not disputed; neither is it disputed 
by the plaintiff that John Jardine died seized and possessed of 
of the northern hal/ of lot E, nor that Susan A. Demers

'klMUCTON
HtCULAMO.
luiiav. }.
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1919 _is his .daughter, or that she did not have the right to give 
and did give the defendant permission to lumber .on her 
late father's part of the property. The sole question to be 
determined in this action turns upon the answer to the 
question of fact, where is the division line between the 
northern and southern halves of Lot E, and did the defendant 
in operating the land, encroach or cut beyond the southern 
boundary of the northern half of it.

That very soon after Richard Jardine conveyed part of 
the lot to his brother, there was a divison line established* 
between the half sold and the half retained, seems to me 
to have been conclusively established by the evidence. All 
the older witnesses speak of such a line, and the question 
is not so much whether there was and is such a line, as 
where it is located.

Speaking of the conditions in regard to the line, as 
they existed when he was ten years old, the plaintiff j»ays 
that between the northern and southern parts of the lot 
there was a line consisting of a fence in the front, and a 
spotted line, in continuation of the fence, blazed through 
the woods westwardly, clear to the rear or Clark line; and 
the plaintiff says further that he knows today the locality 
of that line, and that it is plainly to be seen by anyone 
who may take the trouble to look for it; and that his father 
on the south and John Jardine on the north worked up 
and down to it. He has on occasions repaired and rebuilt 
parts of this fence; the line is straight from front to rear 
with no zig-zags or bends in it.

John Kingston, who is eighty-seven years of age, and 
a brother of the late Thomas Kingston, gave evidence in 
the plaintiff's case. Although feeble physically, he seemed to 
me, having regard to his advanced years, to be remarkably 
dear in his recollection of things of the past,* and I confess 
to having been impressed by his testimony. So far as I 
know,, he has no interest in this litigation, excepting perhaps 
the interest which one would naturally expect an uncle 
to have in the business affairs of his nephew. He says be
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knows the locus well; that, in fact, he had charge of it J916 
for seven years. Richard Jardine lived on one side of the 
dividing line, his brother John worked on the other. The hicmlxmo.
two brothers ran the line themselves, and the witness says “****• J*
he never knew John to cut a bush across it. There was on 
the line where the land was chopped down, a wood fence, 
till they commenced clearing; then they made a stone fence; 
and through the woods, towards the rear, not quite a mile 
but three-quarters of a mile any way, there is a well spotted 
visible line. "Shortly after the line was run,” the witness 
says, “ Richard Jardine told me, don’t you do anything over 
that line; that is the line my brother John and me ran to 
be the dividing line between us."

Three sons of the original grantee also gave evidence.
These were John, Michael and James Jardine. John speaks 
of a clearly defined and spotted line that he saw twenty-nine 
years ago, with a fence iu front between the north and south 
halves of the lot—a stone fence with rails on top—extending 
one-half way back to the Clark line, and a spotted line in 
prolongation of the line in front.

Michael jardine also speaks of a line that existed thirty 
years ago when he lived there, consisting of a line in front 
and, in continuation of the fence, a spotted line on the trees 
to the rear. After the cutting which is complained of in 
this action, in the company of the plaintiff, he traced and 
located what he believed to be the old line.

And James Jardine also gave evidence of an old line, the 
remains of a fence and old spots on the trees which he 
traced out forty years ago.

Susan A. Demers, a daughter of John Jardine, 1st, and 
the party through whom the defendant claims the right to
cut where he did, says that she told liim that there was a
line there before he was born, and explains that by the
expiession line she meant a fence; and she adds, “ I-suppose
there was a dividing line between the two men, father got 
one-half and uncle Richard the other; it was always spoken 
of as one-half.” She knew where the fence was but not
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1919 where the line was—which seems to me to be a distinction 
without a difference.

William A. Fish, a surveyor of forty years practise, and 
a man of large experience in running lines, was called for the 
defence, and gave evidence of the circumstances under 
which he went upon the land and run a line, and what he 
found and what he did not And there. He was employed 
by the defendant to run it, and was given the division deed 
between Richard and John Jardine to go by. When he went 
upon the land to run the line, he sa>s, he went upon a line 
which, so l'ar as he knew, never had a surveyor upon it 
before; and he did not go there to retrace or re-establish an 
old line, but to run a new one in accordance with the des
cription in the deed which had been given him by the defen
dant. ’ After an occupation and a partial cultivation lor 
over seventy-five years on both parts of the lot, that would 
seem to me to be, if I may be permitted to say so, an 
extremely unwise and unusual course of procedure. And, in
deed, Mr. Fish admits that never in his recollection did he 
do the like before. The plaintiff, who was with him, showed 
him the spots which he claimed as the line and told him 
he was not running on the old line. Mr. Fish says that 
he saw no division line as he went west, and because the 
line which the plaintiff pointed out to him. about the middle 
of the lots from front to rear, was nine rods north of the 
line he was running, he concluded that it could not be the 
dividing line of the properties. Now in that I think Mr. Fish 
erred; Jor it is undoubtedly true that, even without any 
surveyor, it is quite competent for adjoining proprietors 
to establish their dividing line where they choose, for the 
very obvious reason that its location is no one’s business 
but their own.

The land was granted in 1841 and divided in 1842. If 
parties, the owners of either part of the lot, now after a 
lapse of seventy-eight years, call in a sworn surveyor to 
ascertain the true lines, the duty of the surveyor is to find 
if possible, the place of the original line, the stakes, marked
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trees and monuments which determined the boundary line . 1919 
between the proprietors in the first instance. However Kinu*tuk . 
erroneous may have been the original survey, or even if hwmlamd. 
there were no survey at all, technically speaking, the menu- bamy, j. 
ments that were set, the trees that were marked and blazed, 
must, nevertheless, govern, even though the effect be to 
give to one proprietor a much greater acreage than his deed 
would seem to entitle him, and give to the adjoining proprie
tor very much less. In the case of .successive purchasers, 
or owners, they are entitled to no more or less an area than 
their predecessors in title; for parties buy or are supposed 
to buy in reference to the earlier lines or monuments, and 
are entitled to what is within their lines and no more.

While the witness trees remain, there can generally be no 
difficulty in determining the locality of the line. When the 
witness trees are gone, so that they 110 longer record evidence 
of the monuments, it is surprising how many there are who 
mistake altogether the duty that now devolves upon the 
surveyor. It is by no means uncommon that we find men 
whose theoretical education is supposed to make them experts, 
who think, that when monuments are gone, the only thing 
to be done is to place new monuments where the old ones 
should have been, and where, they would have been, if they 
had been placed correctly. This is a serious mistake. The 
problem is now' the same that it was before— to ascertain 
by the best lights of which the case admits, where the original 
lines were. The original lines must govern, and the laws 
under which they were made must govern, because the 
land was granted, was divided, and has descended to suc
cessive owners under the original lines and surveys; it is 
a question of proprietary right.

The general duty of a surveyor in such a case is plain 
enough. He is not to assume that a line is lost until after 
he has thoroughly sifted the evidence and found himself 
unable to trace it. Even then he should hesitate long before 
doing anything to the disturbance of settled possessions. 
Occupation, especially if long continued, often affords very
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.satisfactory evidence of the original boundary, when no other 
is attainable; and the surveyor should enquire when it orig- 
inated, how and why the lines were then located as they 
were, and whether claim of title has always accompanied 
the possession, and give all the facts due force as evidence. 
Unfortunately, cases have happened where surveyors have 
disregarded all evidence of occupation and claim of title, 
and plunged whole neighborhoods into quarrels and litigation 
by assuming to establish lines at points with which the 
previous occupation does not harmonize.

It is often the case that where lines or parts of lines 
are found to be extinct, all persons concerned have acquiesced 
in lines which were traced by the guidance of some land-mark 
which may or may not have been trustworthy; but .to bring 
these lines into discredit,. when the people concerned do not 
question them, not only breeds trouble in the neighborhood, 
but must often subject the surveyor himself to annoyance, 
since in a legal controversy, the law as well as common sense 
must declare that a supposed boundary line or a supposed 
division line, if long acquiesced in, is better evidence of where 
the real line should be, than any survey made after the 
original monuments have disappeared.

It seems to be the fashion now-a-days, and one much to 
be deplored, for operators when they go into the woods, 
to commencc their .operations by spotting lines and trees 
indiscriminately; they spot trees for the choppers; they spot 
trees for the swampers; they spot out yarding -roads and 
main hauling roads, and what not. And if these newly spot* 
ted lines cross at sharp angles the division lines of lots 
previously laid out. or what is worse, run parallel or nearly 
parallel to them, the result is that the newly spotted lines 
often breed confusion and give rise to litigation in precisely 
the same way as the litigation has arisen in the present case. 
For 1 do not for a moment doubt the truthfulness of the 
witnesses for the defendant, who depose to finding present 
on the locus, the spotted lines which they -have mentioned. 
But those tines were not in my opinion, the division line
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between the northern and the southern halves of Lot £. 
That I am correct in this opinion is, I think, well exemplified 
by the evidence oT William Sauntry, who came into court 
with a written record of the number of .spots, and the number 
of paces between them, the directions in which they ran 
and the variations north and south, and the bends and turns 
of the line he was describing—the line which, unfortunately, 
the defendant regarded as the one by which he might cut and 
had to admit at the close of his testimony, that no sane man 
would regard as a division line the spots which he described.

But the defendant went into this operation with his eyes 
open; he was made acquainted beforehand by the plaintiff of 
the location of what the latter claimed to be the true division 
line and warned npt to go beyond it; and in disregarding 
this warning, I think he was altogether too precipitate, and 
would have been better advised had he taken some little 
trouble to investigate the plaintiff's claim of title and pos
session before utterly ignoring it.

It follows that, in my opinion, the plaintiff is entitled to 
recover in this actiun. I find as a fact, that the true division 
line between the two half-lots is the line deposed to by the 
plaintiff and corroborated by several witnesses; also, I find 
that the saw logs and the pulp logs, for which compensation is 
sought by the plaintiff, were cut south of the dividing line 
and upon the plaintiff's land. There remains the question 
of damages.

Except by the cross-examination of the plaintiff, the 
defendant offered ho evidence in mitigation oi the damages 
claimed; he either wrould not or could not tell us die extent 
of his operations south of the division line; the only evidence 
I can put my finger on, in regard to the quantum of damages, 
is that offered by the plaintiff himself, and that has not been 
contradicted; it is therefore the only measure of damages 
that I can apply. A verdict will be entered for the plaintiff 
for 1300, and the defendant must pay the costs of the action.

1910
K i n g s t o n  
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Verdict for plaintiff with costs.
Vou XLVII, N. B. R w otft—23



HOPSON v .  AUSTINi
(1923) 2& O.W.N. 277, reversing 23 O.W.N. 603 (C.A.)

SECOND DIVISIONAL COURT. MAT 1ST, 1923.

HOUSON V. AUSTIN.

T re w p u s s  to  L a n d — C u tt in g  d o w n  O rn a m e n ta l  Trees—D is p u te  a s  to
Boundary between Adjoining Lots —  Evidence-— Monument —•
Uncertainty iin to  i'o.sichiu l*l;iu—•l‘'lvIil-notw  - .
S tntutc J&tultli&liiuj; Itcsurvey, 3i» Vice. ch. CO (Ont.)

Appeal by the defendant from the judgment of Mowat, 
J., 23 0. W. N. 603.

The appeal was heard by Riddell, Latchford, Middleton, 
and Logie, JJ.

\V. N. Tilley, K.C., and J. G. Kerr, K.C., for the appellant.
0 . L. Lewis, K.C., for the plaintiff, respondent.

Riddell, J.,.reading the judgment of the Court, said th a t 
a plan, No. 244, was made by W. G. JIcGeorge, P.L.S., in 
1882, of certain land in Chatham, which shewed, inter alia, 
lots 3 and 4 adjoining—lot 4 being to the west. The plain
tiff’s lot was No. 4, and the defendant’s wife owned No. 3. 
The defendant, asserting that a certain row of trees was on 
No. 3, cut them down, and this action of trespass was 
brought.

The only question for determination was, whether the 
trees were on lot 4.

Robertson, the original owner, conveyed lots 3 and 4 to 
the predecessors respectively of the defendant’s wife and the 
plaintiff, by deeds made and registered on the same day in 
1882.

There was nothing in the way of possession to vary or 
modify the paper boundary of these lots; and, unless a 
certain alleged agreement had such effect, the plan No. 244 
must be looked a t to determine the boundary, as the descrip
tions in the conveyances give the lands as lots 3 and 4 accord
ing to this plan.

The Court was not furnished with the field-notes of plan 
244, and consequently did not know the place of beginning 
of the original survey.

It was obvious, however, that the governing line was the 
west side of Lacroix street—it was upon tha t line that the 
bearing was given on the plan. The west side was straight



on the plan, as was the east side; and at two points on the 
plan the distance between the two plans was marked as 
100 feet. If the west side is straight, and is parallel to the 
east side at least as far north as Wellington street, and 
100 feet distant, there can be no doubt that the defendant 
is right.

But the conclusion is said to be opposed to a conclusion 
to be drawn from “An Act to legalise, confirm, and estab
lish the Resurvey of the Town of Chatham,” 1869, 33 Viet, 
ch. 66 (Ont.), which makes a survey made in 1864 “ the 
true and unalterable survey " of Chatham.

From the field-notes, so far as the Court was furnished 
with them, it was not possible to draw any conclusion as to 
the place in or near Lacroix street where- any post was 
planted; and consequently the Court gave leave to both 
parties to adduce further evidence from the Crown Lands 
Department. Both parties joined in producing the original 
plan and all the field-notes before the Court, and had put 
in as evidence copies of such parts thereof as they thought 
material.

From this evidence it was made clear that the sides of 
Lacroix street were straight and that the post at the angle 
of King and Lacroix streets was on a line with the other 
posts on the cast side of Lacroix street.

The plan and field-notes were conclusive that there was 
no jog in the east side of Lacroix street, and that the sides 
of the streets were all straight lines.

The result was that the position of the post at the comer 
of King and Lacroix streets must have been changed since 
the survey.

The Court was bound, by the statute, to this original 
survey, and there could be no doubt th a t the proper line 
of the street was as contended by the defendant.

The appeal should be allowed -with costs and the action 
dismissed with costs.

Appeal allowed.
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HOUSON v. AUSTIN.

I'rmjiHiiii In Ijitml—4'u ttiiiK  iltm ii tlriiiiiiirn lu l IMs. |miUi oh t«>
lluuutlury  b c lu c c u  AiljiiiniiiK !«<>»>— IOviil<*in-<‘ o f Surveyor*—  
M'iuuiiii-iiI— C iH 'frniiniy ii» •<> I’uHitioii «f— I'rac ili'n l Obaorv- 
Anrc uf Itoundjiry l>y t iiviii'ru— Aciiiilowcni’o— T itle  by I’omcn- 
hJo ii—- D nniMgOH.

An action for trespass in cutting down 13 ornamental 
trees,and for an injunction against future depredation.

The action was tried without a jury at Chatham and St. 
Thomas.

0. L. Lewis, K.C., for the plaintiff.
R. L. Brackin, K.C., and J. A. Nevin, for the defendant.

Mowat. J.. in a written .judgment, said that the actual 
damage was not great, but the ease involved the determina
tion of a dispute as to the boundary between two residential 
lots in the city of Chatham, owned respectively liy the 
plaintiff and defendant. In the deed to the plaintiff the 
land conveyed was described as being composed of lot 4 on 
King street according to registered plan 244; and in the 
defendant's deed the description was, lot 3 on King street 
as shewn upon a plan of subdivision of part of lot 23 in the 
first concession formerly in the township of Raleigh as 
plan 244. Neither lot was described by metes and bounds.

The contention was as to the boundary-line between lota 
3 and 4. The two lots were part of a tier fronting on the 
river Thames between Inches avenue and Lacroix street. 
If measured westerly from the easterly limit of Lacroix 
street, the boundary would be 4 feet west of the fence of 
John A. Morton, which M as replaced by the row of spruce 
trees; but, if measured from a stone monument at present 
in position in the middle of King street beneath the per
manent road-surface, now 4 feet easterly from the limit 
of Lacroix street, the boundary would be approximately in 
the position of the running board fence, slightly to the west 
of which was substituted the hedgerow of trees cut down 
by the defendant. It was contended for the defendant that 
the monument had been removed 4 feet easterly from its 
original position; but there was no definite evidence as to

JkinW AT. J . J A N U A R Y  31ST , J9 3 3 .
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the former position of the monument; and the case fell 
into that class of cases represented by Home Bank of Can
ada v. Might Directories Limited (1914), 31 0. L. R. 340, 
where it is held that uncertainties of surveys must give 
way to practical use of the ground and the dealings with it 
by owners.

Applying this method, the site of the running board 
fence of Morton was most likely to have been the boundary- 
line between lots 3 and 4; and. McKeough, the plaintiff's 
predecessor in title, having planted the spruce trees well 
within his boundary, as Morton and he then considered 
it to be, it must be found that the trees were not on the 
land of the defendant but on the land of the plaintiff.

The row of trees being taken by both McKeough and 
the plaintiff and also by the defendant, by his acquiescence 
for years, as the boundary between their lots, even if the 4 
feet of land should be found on a surveying basis to belong 
to the present owner1 of lot 3, yet it is a strip which for 
more than 20 years has been in the possession of the owner 
of lot 4, openly, notoriously, and without dispute, until this 
action was imminent; and the plaintiff, the owner of lot 4, 
has acquired a title to it by possession.

It was contended that no real damage was done. The 
trees, if not on lot 3, overhung it, and the defendant could 
have lopped the branches, which would have destroyed the 
trees or rendered them unsightly. But the defendant did 
not do so—he cut down all the 13 trees, which was the 
trespass complained of.

The plaintiff cherished the trees, and was entitled to 
have his property secure and unmolested. He also made 
out some case for exemplary damages in that the trees were 
cut down furtively.

There should be judgment for the plaintiff for $526 
and costs of the. action.
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HUMPHREYS et mL r . POLLOCK et «L

(Supreme Court of C anada. Rani, Kclloclc, E ttey , Locke and 
Cartwright JJ. O ctober J , lUHi.

Tre«puv I—Veede I I C —Defence to trespass action that plaintiffa 
not entitled to disputed land—Disputed boundary*—Metes 
and bounds description of Crown p u t  of land now owned by 
plaintiffs—Description referring to pine tree—Quest.on of 
location—Reference in description to grants of adjoining 
land—

A n  ac tio n  of tre sp a ss  ra ising : an  issue  of p la in tif fs ' t i t l e  tu rn ed  
on  tb e  lo ca tio n  of one of th e  boundaries  o( p la in tiC s ' lan d  us de
sc rib ed  in  tb e  C row n g ra n t. T b e  d esc rip tio n  re fe rre d  to  a  p in e  
tree th en  s ta n d in g  and  also  to  g ra n ts  of ad jo in in g  land . T he 
t r ia l  Ju d g e  h e ld  th a t  p la in tiffs  bad  p roved  th e i r  t i t l e  because th e  
b o u n d ary  could be fixed by re fe ren ce  to certain lines in ad jo iu iu t; 
g ran ta . On appeal, a  m a jo rity  held  th a t  p la in tiffs  m u s t ta i l  
because of w a n t o f proof of th e  location  o t th e  d isp u ted  b o u n d ary  
aa alleged. Held, by th e  S up rem e C o u rt tb e  Ju d g m en t d ism iss in g  
tb e  ac tio n  sh o u ld  be affirm ed.

A p p e a l  by plaintiffs from a judgment of the New Brunswick 
Supreme Court, Appeal Division, [1953] 3 D.L.R. 730, rcversinsj 
a judgment of Anglin J. und dismissing a trespass action. Af
firmed.

J. F. II. Teed, Q.C., and Eric L. Teed, for appellant.
C. F. Inches, Q.C., for respondeat.
Band J . :—This is an action for trespass to lands, the trespass 

consisting in cutting timber. The dispute is over the northerly 
or fifth boundary of lands forming an irregular parcel owned 
by the plaintiffs and arises from the description in the grant 
from the Crown to the predecessors in title of the plaintiffs. The 
description reads as follows: “ A tract of land situate in the 
Parish of Salisbury in the County of Westmorland in our Prov
ince of New Brunswick and bounded as follows to wit: begin
ning at the Northern angle of lot number thirty six in Block 
fourteen granted to Lauehlan McLean, thenue running by the 
Magnet of the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty nine 
South thirty degrees East, along the North easterly line of suid 
grant and it prolongation sixty four chains aud fifty links thence 
North sixty degrees Hast, seventy nine chains; thence South 
thirty degrees East fifty four chains to the Northwesterly line 
of granted lands on Poiiet River; thence along the same North 
twenty four -degrees and thirty minutes East one hundred and 
twelve chains to a (tine tree standing on the Southeasterly line of 
the grant to Martin Cay and associates; thence along the same 
South sixty degrees West, one hundred and forty five chains 
or to the Southerly angle thereof thence along the Westerly

46— [1954] 4 U.L.K.
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line of the same North twenty degrees West, fifty six chains or 
to the Easterly angle of a grant to Robert Scott, Esquire, and 
thence along the Southeasterly line thereof South sixty degrees 
West, thirty three chains or to the place of beginning; Contain
ing four hundred and ninety acres more or less, distinguished 
as lots numbers sixty nine, seventy and seventy one in Block 
fourteen and also particularly described and marked on the Plot 
or Plan of Survey hereunto annexed.”

The grant to Gay and associates, made in 17S3, contained 
over 9,000 acres and is southerly boundary vas not at that 
time nor has it since been fully surveyed except on behalf of the 
plaintiffs for the purposes of this action . The respondents in 
this Court do not rest their case on the ground that the land 
in dispute belongs to them; their position is tliat it does not be
long to the claimants. The issue, therefore, revolves around the 
interpretation to be given the description which I have set out.

Certain of the boundary lines and corners of that land which 
I shall call the Hutchison grant are -not in dispute. The first 
boundary running south 30 degrees east is established on the 
ground as is also its southerly termination; the northerly end 
is in dispute, but with this we are not concerned. The second 
running north 60 degrees east is likewise agreed upon but not 
its easterly comer. The third runs south 30 degrees east until 
it strikes the back line of what are callcd the Pollet River lots 
and that latter line also is fixed. The length of the fourth bound
ary running north-easterly along the Pollett River line and the 
location of the fifth boundary running westerly are in dispute 
and it is on these two boundaries, or rather on the point of 
their intersection, that the claim hinges.

The question is: Does this fourth boundary extend north-east
erly along the Pollet River line until the latter intersects the 
true southerly boundary of the Gay grant or is it limited by 
the distance and by the monument of a pine tree mentioned in 
the language of, and shown on the plan attached to and form
ing part of, the description in the grant!

The Pollet River,line in its south-westerly direction intersects 
a road from the Petitcodiac River to the Pollet River, the 
general position of which is undisputed. In a plan, which I 
shall call A, of a survey made in 1859 of Lots 63 and 64 whose 
north-easterly boundary coincidcs with the third boundary of 
the Hutchison grant and is in turn bounded south-easterly by 
the Pollet River line, the distance along that line from the road 
to the south-easterly comcr of Lot 63 which I shall call point 
X is shown to be 110 chains. In a further plan, which I shall
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call B, of a survey made in the same year of Lots 69 and 70 
which were intended to be but were not granted to the appli
cant for the survey but which later were incorporated os the 
easterly triangle of the Hutchison grant, the corner X is taken 
as the point to and from which the third and fourth boundaries 
of the Hutchison grant run. The distance of 112 chains from 
the point X mentioned in that grant is shown to run along the 
Pollet River line north-easterly from a maple tree at X to a 
pine tree where it is assumed to meet the southerly boundary 
of the Qay grant and westerly therewith to constitute the north
erly line of the easterly triangle, extending a distance of 91 
chains to its intersection at a post with a line drawn from the 
point X on a course north 30 degrees west, along the easterly 
boundary prolonged of Lots 63 and 64. Plan B shows all the 
lines of the triangle in red which indicates that a survey was 
made on the ground and the boundaries actually marked. The 
distance from the point X to the northerly boundary of the tri
angle is shown to be 65 chains, 54 chains o£ which, as shown 
on plan A, form the easterly boundary of Lots 63 and 64, with 
the prolongation 11 chains beyond.

The line o£ the second boundary of the Hutchison grant pro
jected westerly forms the northerly boundary of Lot 25 and 
on Plan A the distance along that boundary from its easterly 
end westerly to the Pollet River road is shown to be US'chains.

When these points, distances and courses are applied to the 
plan prepared for the claimants by Murdoch, an engineer, from 
a survey, the distance from the intersection of the third bound
ary drawn from X with the second boundary of the Hutchison 
grant westerly to the Pollet River road is approximately 11.3 
chains, agreeing in this respect with Plans A and B. i t  ap
pears that there is a fence on the same course as that of the 
third boundary which is roughly 10 chains west of the line 
drawn from the point X northerly; but if the line of the fence 
is taken to be the boundary as laid out on Plan A it increases 
the distance by over 10 chains of the length of boundary four 
along the Pollet River line, diminishes the length of the second 
boundary projected of 118 chains from the Pollet River road 
by about 10 chains, and increases the length of the third bound
ary northerly from the Pollet River line by about 7 chains. 
Plans A and B and the plan of the Hutchison grant are thus 
substantially consistent with the Murdoch plan where the 
lengths of the several boundaries shown on the original plans 
are measured from existing monuments or comers. This is a 
strong indication that these original bounduries were actually
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surveyed although, undoubtedly, tbe distances on the ground 
are approximations of more or less.

From these considerations it is, I think, clear that in tlie 
Crown Land Office there was a mistaken assumption that the 
fourth boundary of 112 chains along the Pollet River line ex
tended to the intersection of that line with the southerly bound
ary of the Gay grant. Mr. Teed’a contention is that in such a 
case we must take that line to be a natural boundary and ex
tend the 112 chains a further distance of 30 chains 60 links to a 
point on what is claimed to be that boundary. It is of some 
interest that what is more or less accepted as the westerly bound
ary of the Gay grant, assumed to coincide with the sixth bound
ary of the Hutchison grant, is actually a distance westerly of 
the true boundary of the Gay grant of between 30 and 40 chains 
but to use that true boundary as part of the description of the 
Hutchison grant, which is nowhere suggested, would undoubt
edly dash with grants long since made of presently occupied 
lands. The identification of the fifth boundary with the Gay 
grant southerly line, as tliat is claimed to be by the appellant, 
apart from the question of the westerly boundary, would in
crease its length as stated in the description by approximately 
25 chains, and would add to the 490 acres mentioned in the 
Hutchison grant approximately 271 acres, which by no stretch 
of the imagination could be included within the reasonable scope 
of the described chainage.

Certain critical boundaries are seen then to be fixed on the 
ground and the misapprehension that the northerly boundary 
so described coincided with the undetermined southerly line 
of the Qay grant cannot affect what was intended to be con
veyed. The principle is clear that where -distances and monu
ments clash, in the absencc of special circumstances, the monu
ments prevail; in such cases the context shows the boundary to 
be the dominant intent, the distance, the subordinate. But 
here we have surveyed lines and distances between described 
monuments at the time existing which were mistakenly assumed 
to have a certain relation with another undetermined line. In 
that case I can see no room for doubt that, when the description 
in the grant and on the plans is interpreted as a whole, the 
specific dimensions, within the inevitable errors of measurements 
of early years when lands were plentiful and surveying diffi
cult, fixed by marks and calculated as to acrcage, cannot be dis
rupted by acting upon such a misconception. It is a case in 
which the survey with it.s distances and boundaries were in
tended to contain as well as define the land to be granted; the
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identification of tho two lines was at most a collateral coinci
dence. In the result it may bo that between the southerly 
boundary of the Gay grant and the northerly boundary of 
the Hutchison grant there lies an area of ungranted land, but 
that fact cannot,-in the circumstances, control tbe interpretation 
of such a specific description.

But Mr. Teed raises a further point. He argues that even 
assuming the general construction to be given to the Hutchison 
grant as I have put it, there has been cutting south of the 
northern line so established. The boundary along the Pollet 
River line from the southerly point X, being the end of the 
third boundary, is described as 112 chains in length. There 
is no pine tree to mark that distance that can be said to have 
been in existence in 1859 but a distance of 112 chains carries 
the line to 2.4 chains beyond the intersection with the fifth 
boundary as the latter is laid out by Rutledge. The angle be
tween the two boundaries is known and a simple mathematical 
calculation shows thut the distance northerly between the Rut
ledge line as run and as from the new point it should be run 
is approximately 1.46 chains or roughly 100 ft. This would 
add an area north of the Rutledge line of a depth of 100 ft. 
by a length of 144 chains.

The fallacy which, in.my opinion, vitiates this contention 
lies in the fact that by accepting the 112 chains us an absolute 
length there would be either a disturbance of the assumed 
length of the third boundary, run front point X, €5 chains, or 
if that is kept as it is, the new northerly boundary would be 
on a different course, which nobody would suggest.

The length of the northerly boundary of what I have called 
the easterly triangle of the Hutchison lot is shown on Plan B 
as 91 chains, Mr. Teed minces this to approximately 88.10 
as being the true length on the "round. It is obvious that if the 
second side is kept at G5 chains the hypotenuse will be less than 
originally shown on Plan B, that is, will he loss than 112 chains, 
namely 109.59, which gives him the 2.4 chains he claims.

Since the courses as well as tho Pollet River line arc fixixl, we 
must infer either that the actual length from the ]H>iut X to the 
Rutledge line which is shown on Plan B as G5 chains is short 
by something like 1.4 chains, 00 ft., or that the error lies in 
the fourth boundury as laid out on the Rutledge plan. On 
the Murdoch plan the scaled distance from the point X to the 
northerly line of Lot 64 is 54 chains, the same as shown on Plan 
A. That northerly line is established and the distance of the 
extended line of 11 chains is confirmed by all the surveys. As-
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Burning the error in some form, to lie in the length of the bound- 
ary along the Pollet River line, it represents a discrepancy of 
160 ft. in a distance of 8,000 ft. But the easterly line of Lots 
63 and 64 is disputed; the appellants claim it to be 10 chains 
westerly of the Rutledge location and a fence running south 
part way along-the line fixed by Oxley evidences the uncertain
ties of the owners. On this basis, Lot 57 has only 48.78 chains 
and Lot 63 only 47.90 chains along the Pollut River line as 
against 52 and 58 chains respectively on Plan A, and the fourth 
boundary is increased from 112 to 122 chains terminating at 
the Rutledge fifth boundary. The point X if placed 2.4 chains 
lower, or westerly, on the Pollet River line would yield the 112 
chains for the fourth boundary and would increase the length 
northerly of 65 chains by 1.4 chains to reach the Rutledge line, 
the increase being confined to the easterly boundary of Lots 63 
and 64, but it would narrow slightly the width of these lots ac
cording to Plan A. The length of the fifth boundary, shown 
as 145 chains on the Hutchison plan and verified to 144.4 chains 
by actual survey, remains unaffected by the change in location 
of the third boundary. If the latter remains as fixed by Rut
ledge and a distance of 112 chains is adopted, the entire fifth 
boundary is displaced northerly by a similar distance of 1.4 
chains, and its length of 145 chains increased by. 1.9 chains, af
fecting correspondingly the sixth and seventh boundaries. Since 
a complete reconciliation on the ground of all these distances is 
impossible and on the Rutledge basis the differences are rela
tively insignificant, the balance of probabilities is that point X 
is either to remain as it is, thereby reducing the fourth bound
ary to 109 chains or placed a distance of 2.4 chains lower on 
the Pollet River line. The former would acccpt the eastern 
boundary of Lots 63 and 64 as shown on Plan A. This gathers 
some support from the fact that the distances shown on Plan 
B, namely 65 chains, 91 chains and 112 chains as forming the 
eastern triangle, considering the courses which are indisputable, 
are mathematically wrong. Assuming the 65 chains as given, 
the remaining sides ascertained trigonometrically would be 87.6 
and 109 chains. This indicates a rough survey of the latter 
lines rather than an office mathematical calculation. The lat
ter, in addition to the results already mentioned, would give 
the appellant a distance of 1.9 chains farther west for the 
third boundary than the original plans provide. The uncer
tainty of the position of the point X may in part or whole be 
accounted for by the fact of the slightly irregular base line of 
the Pollet River road, or that it may, in tho sourse of time, have
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become somewhat shifted. Tbe apparent difference of 160 ft. in 
110 chains along the line from that road to the easterly bound* 
ary of Lots 63 and 64 becomcs in that situation more explicable. 
These differences are within the margin of what is to be expected 
in the surveys of the earlier grants of what were then wilder
ness lands, and this reconciliation appears to present the least 
conflict with long-established lines and monuments.

But it is not necessary for us to decide the exact locution of 
the third boundary. It is sufficient that the pronounccd balance 
of probability shows, as it clearly does, the easterly angle of the 
fourth and fifth boundaries as fixed by Rutledge to coincide 
on the ground with that angle as shown on the Hutch ison plan. 
This determines the location of the fifth boundary which con
stitutes the matter of the dispute, and it is not contended that 
beyond his line, marked by Rutledge, the respondents have 
trespassed

There is one further observation to be made. In 1924 
Pickard, an engineer, ran the sixth boundary of the Hutchison 
grant which extends northerly from the end of the fifth bound
ary. At that corner he placed an iron post which is there to
day within a few feet of the Rutledge line. It is from that 
post that the distance of 144.2 chains for the fifth boundary is 
measured as against 145 chains shown on the plan of the Hut
chison grant.

From these conclusions it follows that the appeal must be dis
missed with costs.

K e l l o c k  J.:—The questions arising in this appeal depend 
upon the proper construction o£ the Humphreys patent, which 
is dated May 8, 1860. That description proceeds by metes atid 
bounds and concludes as follows: “ and also particularly de
scribed a)id marked on the Plot or Plan of Survey hereunto 
annexed.” (The italics are mine.) This plan is ex. D. 7.

In Qrasset v. Carter (1884), 10 S.C.R. 105, Strong J., as he 
then was, expressed' the principle here applicable at p. 114, as 
follows: “ When lands arc described, as in the present instance, 
by a reference, either expressly or by implication, to a plan, 
tho plan is considered as incorporated with the deed, and the 
contents and boundaries of the land convcycd, as defined by 
the plan, are to be taken as part of the description, just as 
though an extended description to that effect was in words 
contained in the body of the deed itsulf. Then, the interpreta
tion of the description in the deed is a matter of legal con
struction and to be determined accordingly as a question of 
law by the judge, and not as a question of fact by the jury."
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The description by metes and bounds is a follows:
‘‘Beginning at the Northern angle of lot number thirty six in 

Block fourteen granted to Lauchlan McLean; (1) thence running 
by the Magnet of the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty 
nine South thirty degrees East, along the North easterly line 
of said grant and its prolongation sixty four chains and fifty 
links; (2) thence North sixty degrees East, seventy nine chains; 
(3) thence South, thirty degrees East fifty four chains to the 
Northwesterly line of granted lands on Pollet River; (4) thence 
along the same North twenty four degrees and thirty minutes 
East one hundred and twelve chains to a pine tree standing 
on the South-easterly line of the grant to Martin Gay and as
sociates; (5) thence along the same South sixty degrees West, 
one hundred and forty five chains or to the Southerly angle 
thereof; (6) thence along the Westerly line of the same North 
twenty degrees West, fifty six chains or to the Easterly angle 
of a grant to Robert Scott, Esquire, and (7) theuce along the 
Southeasterly line thereof South sixty degrees West, thirty 
three chains or to the place oiE beginning.”

Then follow the words “ containing four hundred and ninety 
acres more or less, distinguished as lots numbers sixty nine, 
seventy and seventy one in Block fourteen” and the language 
with reference to the plan set out above. I have added the 
above figures (1) to (7) for convenience, and shall denote the 
southerly terminus of the first coursc and the commencement of 
the second by the letter “ P ”. The location of this point is not 
in dispute. The boundary which is in question is the northerly 
boundary, being course (5).

It is to be observed that all of tbe first four courses are meas
ured by specific distances without any such words as “ more or 
less” or an alternative as contained in the descriptions of 
courses {5), (6) and (7).

In July, 1859, a survey had been made of the easterly triangle 
of the lands in question. This survey shows the measurements 
of each of the three sides, and definite monuments on the ground 
are shown as existing at each comer. It is plain (and this was 
also the view of the appellants’ surveyor) that Plan D. 7 was 
prepared from this earlier plan. The measurements of the por
tions of the plans which are common agree, although the only 
monument marked on D. 7 is the “ pine” at the north-east cor
ner of the triangle.

The appellants contend that the words “ to a pine tree stand
ing on the South-easterly line of the grant to Martin Gay and 
associates” at the;corner just mentioned, are controlling, and
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that, notwithstanding the specific measurement of 112 chains 
in the fourth course, the locution of the south-easterly bound
ary of the Martin Guy line (and the northerly boundary of the 
Butchison grant) is to be determined by a reference to the de
scription in the. grant of 1783 to Gay. It was on this theory 
that the appellants proceeded in the preparation of their Plau P. 
26, which shows the line in question os the ‘‘Liugley line", hav
ing a length of 1(*6.29 chains.

In my opinion this contention is not well-fouiided. The 
bpundary in question is not to be ascertained by the terms of 
the grant of 1783 but by the terms of the Hutchison grant, 
namely, “ the Southeasterly line of the grant to Martin Gay 
and associates” as “ particularly described and marked on the 
Plot or Plan of Survey” annexed to the grant.

It may be observed also, that to give effect to tho appellants’ 
contention would be to extend the length of the fourth course 
of the Hutchison grant from 122 chains to 152 chains, GO links, 
(over 2,000 ft.). There is no justification for locating the 
“ pine” at the north-east corner of the grant at any such place, 
and there is nothing to suggest that there could have been 
such a large error in locating that monument at the time the 
survey was made iu July of 1S59. It is to be remembered that 
this country has been burnt over since 1850 and that the 
''pine” has no doubt been destroyed. It is impossible to ac
cept the “ stub” which the appellants’ surveyor found in 1951 
at the intersection of the “ Lingley line” and the Poliet River 
line, over 2,000 ft. away, as the monument described by the sur
veyor in 1859.

I  am willing to assume that the appellants have satisfactorily 
shown that the true Gay line, according to the description of 
1763, is one thousand or more feet to the north of the “ Rut
ledge line”, but that fact is. in my opinion, irrelevant so far 
as this litigation is concerned. No doubt the south-easterly line 
of the grant to Gay, as described in the fourth course of the 
Hutchison grant,'was assumed by the draftsman to be the true 
line of the Gay pro]>erty, hut whether or not that assumption 
was correct, the line, for the purposes of the Hutchison grant, 
was fixed by the terms of that grant and is to i>e located ac
cordingly. When so loeated it is not and cannot be disputed 
that it is in the location indicated on ex. P. 26 as the “ Rutledge 
line”, measuring 144.42 c h a in s . The measurement of this 
boundary given on D. 7 is 145 chains.

As already pointed out, the location of point “ P ” at the in
tersection of the first and second courses, is admitted. Super
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imposing the Plan D. 7 upon Plan P. 26 (both plans being 
drawn to the same scale), and using the point “ P ” as pivotal, 
the northerly line of D. 7 coincides exactly with the “ Rut
ledge line” as shown on P. 26. The only relevant boundary 
which docs not coincide is that constituted by the fourth course 
of the Hutchison grant, that boundary, as shown on D. 7, as 
it proceeds westerly from its easterly terminus, tending to run 
northerly of the corresponding line on P. 26. The only effect 
of placing the two plans so as to coincide with respect to this 
boundary would be to place the northerly boundary of the 
Hutchison grant to the south of the "Rutledge line’'. This 
would not help the appellants, and there is no reason for so 
doing.

It is also to be observed that when D. 7 is superimposed on 
P. 26 in the first position mentioned above, the line of the third 
course as shown on D. 7 is somewhat to the west of the line as 
drawn on P. 26 as well as on D. & (the Rutledge plan). Thu 
may well explain the difference between the 112 chain measure
ment of the fourth course of the Hutchison grant and the 109,59 
chain measurement made on the ground between the intersec
tion of the line of the third course with the Pollet River line, 
as shown by Rutledge, and the intersection of the “ Rutledge 
line” with the Pollet River line.

In my opinion the appeal fails and must be dismissed with 
costs.

E stey  and L o c k e  JJ. c o n c u r  w ith  R and  J.
C a h tw b ig h t  J . :—For the reasons given by my brothers Rand 

and Kellock I agree with their conclusion that the appeal should 
be dismissed with costs.

Appeal dismissed.
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REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
CCSSOW. CO. CT. J. ; (Written)

The lnuei la this matter arise out of a dispute 
between neighbors over * parcel of land 9.15 feet vide by 80.0 
feet 1b length, referred to throughout the trial as part tvo on 
reference plan 50R275, and a 15 foot by 20 foot parcel situated 
immediately north of the first mentioned parcel of land.

The plaintiffs claim ownership of these parcels of 
land, as It the Court to establish their proper location and In the 
alternative ask the Court to declare that they have acquired a 
right of way over them, Additionnally, they claim damage and 
mandatory injunction relief relating to a fence erected .on part 
tvo by the defendants.

As In all dispute* between neighbors over land 
boundaries, the trial evidence centered on the use made by the 
present owners and their predacessors of the disputed lands.

As is usually the ease, deed descriptions used by 
the predecessors of the title to both properties are not founded 
on survey data. Rather, they refer to a commencement point being 
"the south-vast angle of the said lot", vhtch is the crux of the 
whole problem in this ease.

The plaintiffs' deed registered as number 70808 on 
June 4th, 1980, purports to transfer to them a parcel 115 feet in 
length along Pollard Street, commencing from the south-vest angle 
of the north half of the south half of Lot 20 In the Fourth Conces
sion in the Tovnship of Clarenee.

IS one examines the deeds of the plaintiffs' prede
cessors on title, one ean readily observe that the sane starting 
point is used to describe the parcel in question. The evidence at 
trial clearly demonstrates that until September* 25th, 1973, neither 

30 of the properties Involved in this ease were surveyed* and accordingly

20
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the deed descriptions to vbleh I heve referred can be traced to
gether without descrepancies If one does not attempt to reconcile 
tbe deed descriptions with the actual ground usage. Indeed, aetiy 
of the deed descriptions ere supported by handmade sketches. One 
look at these handnade sketches reedlly leeds one to conclude thee 
deed neaaureaenti were always used without reference to actual 
gTOund evidenea. In this way, tbe 115 feet frontage of the plain* 
tiffs’ lend on Bollard Street and the 65 feet on Sollard Street 
that the defendants' predecessor on title, J. Ubald Parent, was 
conveyed by lnstruaent number 32631 registered on the 4th of 
Deeeaber, 1972, fit exactly.

The fly in tbe ointaent is that the defendants’ deed 
froa J. Ubald Parent purports to eonvey to thea parts one, two, 
three, four and five on reference plan 50&275. This would effecti
vely eonvey to the defendants, 94.15 feet on Dollard Street. Tbe 
defendants' deed is the only deed on title in which the description 
used to eonvey the lands and preaises refers to a plan of survey, 
naaaly plan 50R275.

'To eoBplieate matters, J. Ubald Parent, predecessor 
In title to the defendants, and Gllles Labrlche, the former owner 
of the plaintiffs1 land, signed statutory declarations on the 17th 
of Mey, 1980 and the 4th of June, 1980, respectively, stating in 
effect that the predecessors to the plaintiffs always occupied their 
lands to the east limit of part two and that the predecessors of 
the defendants occupied their lands to the eaat Halt of part two 
as wall. This declaration by Hr. Parent, on June 4th, 1980, contra
dicts s previous declaration he aade on the 6th of August, 1976, 
at the tlae hi* sale was completed to the defendante. la that 
declaration ha elaiaad possession end actual occupation of all of 
tb« parts he conveyed to the defendants, including part two. Indeed 
at trial, J. Ubald Parent testified that he bed aade an error in 
that 1976 declsratlon and that the 1980 declaration had been made
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to eorrect the error. H« did, hev«v»r, also testify that he had 
laid some drainage pipes os -the easterly portion of part tvo and 
asserted that part of the land* shown on part tvo vere used to 
drain the northern portion of his proparty.

The discrepancy vith respect to the occupation of 
the eastern portion of the plaintiffs' lands and tbe eastern Halt 
of those lands as described in the deeds vere disclosed when 
Mr. 7. H. Gooch, an Ontario Land Surveyor, prepared plan 50R275. 
This plan vas registered in tbe appropriate registry office on the 
25th of September, 1973, and It shoved two east Halts to the lands 
of the plaintiffs that la a deed line and an occupational limit 
being the east boundary of part two. It also shows a trees and 
shrub line immedisteiy east of the east llait of part tvo. There
fore, after September 25th, 1973, the discrepancy between the 
instrument or deed description and the actual occupation of the 
lands became a matter of record in the registry office.

Hrs. Cteile Lavigne, In her testimony, admitted 
Chat she vas aware that there vas a possible problea as to the 
location of tbe east limit of the lands in question and stated that 
she vas so advised by her solicitor when Che purchase and sale vas 
completed. Moise Lavigne, tbe other plaintiff, did not testlty in 
the trial as he had been hospltallxed for some time and continued 
to be so during tbe duration of the trial. Z accept Hrs. Lavlgne's 
testimony that both she and her husband vere made avare of this 
problea by their solicitor vhen the purchase transaction vas coa- 
pleted.

The use made of part tvo by the predecessors on 
title took up much of the evidence and there vas obvious contra
diction between some of the witnesses. It is certainly understan
dable that when previous owners or neighbors try to recall aetual 
use made of certain lands some number of years back, that discre
pancies will arise. What Is surprising In this case. Is that very
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serious discrepancies arose as to the usa mede of the contested 
parcels of land by the present ovners and parties to this action, 
namely within the last four years. Tor example, the evidence 
Indicates thet Hubert Pequette, a previous owner of the plaintiffs' 
land, constructed a brick shed on the disputed 15 X 20 foot pareel.
It was maintained by all witnesses for the plaintiffs that the 
plaintiffs' predecessors on title had exclusive use of this shed 
to store garden Implements end miscellaneous other items.

The defendants both contradict this assertion and
suggest that there was some shared occupaney of this brlek shed
through some tolerance by the defendants shown both to the plaintiffs 
and the previous owner Silles Labreche. Both versions cannot be 
correct, and that is obvious.

Two surveyors were ealled to testify in this trial:
1 5 Mr. Fred Cooeh who prepared plan 50R275 and subsequently prepared

a plan for the defendants on July 11th, 1980, tnd David P.J. Schultz 
prepared a plan of survey at the plaintiffs' request, which plan 
Is dated January 13th, 1982.

Substantially, the evidence of both surveyors are
consistent. Mr. Gooeh indicates that when be attended at the
premises to prepare his first plan, there was sufficient evidence 
on the ground for him to indicate an occupational limit on his 
plan, which he did. Be points to a brick, pillar that was situated 
at the south-east corner of part two, the trees and shrub line,
Che landscaping of the land to an elm tree, Che elm tree among 
others. Be indicates that when he returned to the same premises 
In July 1980, with a mandate to determine the vest limit of the 
defendants' land, some- of the evidence thet he found In 1973 had 
disappeared* and he indicated it had disappeared to such an extent 
that he would not lndieete an occupational limit on his plan.

David Schultz, on the ocher hand, attended the 
30 premises in January of 1982, when the ground wes snow covered.

20
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Ee asserted that he accepted *s the east limit of the plaintiffs' 
land, the east Halt of part two, based on the fact that Hr. Ceoeh 
bad established Chat line as an occupational llalt In 1973. Bis 
view vas that even if some of that evidence eventually disappeared.
It did not change the fact that up to 1973 and in 1973, that It 
Indeed existed.

Hr. Gooch Indicated that his aeasureaents started 
froa a cut cross on the sidewalk at the south-west corner of the 
plaintiffs' lands, and his research showed that this eut eross was 
plaeed there by a surveyor, Jean-Guy Payette, In the 60's. Be 
could sot be aore precise as to the date. By using this starting 
point, the deed aeasureaents and the occupational use, as he saw It 
In 1973, did not fit. Thus, part two was created to Indicate chat 
area of land between the east llalt as described In the plaintiffs’ 
deed and the east llalt as occupied.

Tbe evidence also Indicates that there was no conflict 
between the defendants and the plaintiffs' predecessors on title.
At least, no significant confrontation or aggressive actions were 
directed towards one another. Since the property vas sold to the 
plaintiffs In June 1960 by Hr. Labriche and his wife, and occupied 
by the plaintiffs, there has been violent confrontations. It has 
now escalated to the point that living next door to each other aust 
be intolerable for all of thea.

Tha defendants erected a fence along close to and 
parallel to tbe vest llalt of part tvo right up to the front of the 
shed situated on the 15 X 20 foot pareel. This single act by the 
defendants to assert soae ownership over part two appears to have, 
aore than anything else, triggered a series of confrontations that 
required, on aany occasions, the intervention of peace officers to 
try and aalntaln soae peaee end order between thea.

The final blew in a series of events surrounding 
this controversy occurred on August 31st, 1964, when a violent
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sterm caused two large limba from an adjacent mapIs crss to descead 
os cha brick shad, causing substantial damage to lcs roof and vails.

Thara Is no doubt that this act of Cod, pleased the 
defaadent to no ead and he promptly sat out, not only to remove 
tbe limbs In question* but eo flnlah bringing dovn the shed. All 
of which of course, added to the aggravation inflicted on the 
plaintiffs by the situation.

Zt is with these several factors la mlad that the 
Court must determine the Issues ralaed by the parties in this ease. 
Both counsel have argued from thalr respective points of viev, what 
precedence the Court must give to the deed description and tbe 
evidence found on tbe ground. In this respect, both have submitted 
case lav In support of their respective positions. At this point, 
it must be stated that I do not intend to refer to all the decisions 
submitted to me but rather to refer to those Judgments that, in my 
vlev, have some application in this ease.

It ahould be noted that there vaa no evidence adduced 
At trial as to vhere- any original monuments, if any, vere located. 
All bars shown by Surveyor Gooch on his plans vere those he planted 
to produce the survey except for a aut eross la a sidewalk which 
he used as his start point. One would have to assume that this cut 
cross marks tha starting of the daacrlptlons in all the deeds on 
title. Unfortunately, this Is the aut aross made by Surveyor 
Payette in the' 1960's to which I have referred.

la tha ease of Home Bank of Canada v. Might 
Directories Limited. 31, O.L.&. 340, Chief Justice Meredith of the 
Ontario Court of Appeal concluded that in cases where boundarlea 
are in dispute, vhare no original monumeata or boundaries are esta
blished, tha better evidence of a boundary eaa be fouad by esta
blishing where the lines were made or eatabllshed at a tine when 
original posts or monuments ware presumably la existence ead known 
to those Involved. Be adopts the reasoning stated in the Diehl v .
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ganger case reported (1678), 39 Mich. 601, In which the state
Supreme Court accepted old bounder? fences over surveys made after
the original monuments bad disappeared ti far better evldeace of
vhat the line* actually vere. This declclon vac approved by the
Ontario Court of Appeal la 1955 In a case called Bateman v .  Potcruff.
reported la 1953 O.W.W. 329. Za dlsalsslag an appeal la which a
aoa-successful adjolaiag owner disputed the trial judge's acceptance
of a surveyor's method of establishlag a bouadary between two
properties. Mr. Justice Aylesvorth approved the method used despite
the fact that sose of the basis for the determination of that
boundary was h e a r s a y  evidence. Els Lordship was satisfied that
the numerous "cross checks" carried oat by the wltaess revealed
sufflcieat evldeace that could la -no sense be qualified as hearsay
to substantiate a location of the boundary.

Finally* on the natter of boundaries, Mr. Justlee
Rand's decision for the Supreme Court of Canada la the Humphreys
et al. v. Pollock et al.(1954) U C.L.&. 721, establishes that where
discrepancies oceur la deed measuremeats and aoauaeats or bouadarles.
the bouadarles prevail and the errors of measurement were incidental
and to be disregarded. At p. 724 of the reported case, Mr. Justice
Hand states as followsi

"the principle is clear that where 
distances and monuments clash, la the 
absence of special circumstances, the 
monuments prevail; In such cases the 
context shows the boundary to be the 
dominant Intent, the dlstaace, the 
subordinate. But here we have surveyed 
lines and distances between described 
monuments at the time existing whleh 
ware mistakenly assumed to have a certain 
relation with another undetermined liae.
In that case I can see no room for doubt 
that* when the descrlptloa la the grant 
and oa the plaas Is iaterpreted *as a 
whole, the specific dimeaaloas, within 
the laevltable errors of measuremeats
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of early years when lands vara plentiful 
and surveying difficult, fixed by narks 
and ealculaeed as to aereage, cannot be 
disrupted by acting upon such a mis
conception. It Is a ease In whieh the 
survey vltb its distances and boundaries 
vare intended to contain as veil as define 
the land to be granted; the Identification 
of the tvo lines vas at most a eollsteral 
coincidence. In the result it may be that 
betveen the southerly boundary of the Gay 
grant and the northerly boundary of the 
Hutehlson grant there lies an area of 
ungranted land, but that faet cannot, in 
the circumstances, control the interpre
tation of such s specific description."
There is one Further principle that deserves consi

deration in this c i s e .  Reference should be made to the case of 
Crasett v. Carter. 10 S.C.K. 105 . This 1883 decision of the 
Supreme Court of Canada provides that vhere a boundary line cannot 
be established by original aonuaentation or ©thervise, if an 
a'greeaent as to the location of the line is accepted betveen tvo 
parties, such line, referred to as a "conventional line" or 
"conventional boundary", has precedence and the parties are estopped 
from denying that this line is the true dividing line betveen their 
properties. This decision vas folloved by the Supreae Court of 
Hev-Brunsvlek (Appeal Division) in the ease of MscMillan v. Campbell 
et al.. 28 H.?.R. 112. Hr. Justice Harrison In his judgment for 
the Court, adopts the conventional line or boundary rule but further 
adds that it is not n e ee ssaT y  that there should have been a dispute 
as to the line betveen the parties before tbe agreeaent vas reached 
or nor Is it necessary that sueh a boundary be aarked by a fence so 
long as it vas clearly defined. As veil the MacMillan decision 
stipulates that no special period of tlae Is required after the 
agreement is reached In order to eatablish the conventional line in 
question. In suaaarlsl&g his view, Hr. Justice Harrison states at 
p. 120 of the reportt
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"Tbe essential matters ere the maintaining 
of the agreement end efeerverds such aa 
Alteration of one party'* position ae 
would estop the ocher from disputing tbe 
conventional line. Thus, if one erects a 
building, relying on the conventional 
line, the other party Is estopped to deny 
It. Tbe erection of e fence or any expen
diture of aoney or labour Bight also be 
sufficient."
X have found very useful an article presented to 

the Lev Society of Upper Canada. Continuing Legal Education Seminar 
by Lorraine Petzold, O.L.6., Executive Director of tbe Association 
of Ontario Lands Surveyors, entitled "Tbe survey and the real 
esta.te transaction." In her article. Surveyor Petzold comments 
on some basic elements of survey work. She states that .the major 
portion of a surveyor's work Is re-establishing boundaries and thee 

16 In re-establishing lot lines, "e surveyor must consider the best 
evidence available and re-estsbllsh the boundary on the ground in 
the loeatlos where It was first established, and not where It was 
necessarily described, either In e deed or on a plan.** Bar words 
point out the basic misconception people heve of the purpose and 
value of surveys. There Is no doubt that where no boundaries have 
previously existed, e surveyor’s work Is to fix new boundaries, but 
where he Is to provide e survey of existing properties wltb existing 
boundaries, his true work is to discover end Indicate where these 
boundaries wer-e. Her comments appear to me to be In line with the 
case lsw and have much application in our ease.

1& so,far as evidence Is concerned. Surveyor Petzold 
advances that there are four types of evidence available and lists 
them In the following order of priority:

1) Hatural boundaries.
2) Origlnel monuments.
S) Evidence of the origlnel position of the monuments 

or line Including possessery evidence.

20
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4) Measurements shova on plane or stated In actca 
and bound descriptions.

Zn ay vlev, the order of priority and Importance she 
attributes to these four types of evidence Is not only In line with 
existing case lav but as veil Is logleal and la line vltb coaaon 
sense.

Bearing In alnd the principles to vhlcb I have 
referred, It vould seea to ae that the east Halt of the plaintiffs'
land coincides vlch the mast Halt of part tvo on plan 50R275 and 
that the 15 X 20 foot parcel of land described la paragraph three 
of the plaintiffs' stateaent of claim Is situated as shown on che 
plan of survey provided by David ?.J. Schultz, under date January 
13th, 1982, and filed as exhibit number tventy five In this natter.

the conduct of the parties to this action, after
1 5 the conflict arose betveen them sometime In I960, Is of little

laportance In determining the proper boundary betveen their property. 
All of those actions are self serving la that all these actions 
are tainted vlth their desize to assart their position. In that 
respect, the building of the fence by Kr. Cltroux along the vesterly 
limit of part tvo, the tearing dovn of part of the old feace on 
vest aide of tbe brick abed by Mr. Cratton and Hr. Lavlgne, the 
cutting avsy of soae of tbe shrubs aad trees oa part tvo aad east 
thereof, and other similar activity only served to fuel the dispute 
and add additional stress to an already explosive situation.

Z do not accept the evidence of Mr. Citrons or 
Germaine Cliroux, tbe other defendant, that the defendants shared 
the use of the brick shed la question vlth their neighbors to the 
vest. I aecept tbe evidence of Mr. Paquette aad Mr. Labr&ehe vlth 
respect to tbe erectloa of tbe shed, by Mr. Paquette and the exclu
sive use of the shed as affirmed by Mr. Labrlehe. Not only does 
this evldeace make sense but It Is la line vlth the uneontradlcted 

30 evidence that Mr. Paquette built tbe brick shed on the parcel of

20
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land vhleh be felt bad been transferred co him by Mr..Lalonde end 
which be felt he required to coaply with the aunlclpal requireaesc 
for the construction of his hoae. All of this followed submission 
by Mr. Lalonde of an application for severance approval to The 
Land Division Coaalctee of ?rescott-Russell to coaply with planning 
legislation in force in Ontario at the eiae.

Zbe best evidence of the proper location of the 
cast Hale of the lands fronting on Chaaplaln Streetwhich lots 
all had slallar 100 foot depths, is the old post and wire fence 
shown as an occupational llalt on both of Mr. Gooch's plans. This 
llalt Is undisputed In all of the evidence. Zt Is Indicated that 
all of the lots fronting on Chaaplaln Street at/or near Dollard 
Street vere originally all 100 feet in depth. The additional 15 
feet to fora the 115 foot depth of the Lavigne property was irms- 

15 ferred to the previous owner of the Lavigne property in a deed 
registered in the Russell Registry Office as nuaber 16964, under 
date Che 27th of April, 1929. A reading of that description clearly 
shovs thst the parties. Intended to transfer to the evner of the 
eorner lot In question, an additional 15 feet lying east of the 
originally described parcel of land. It Is In ay view, not Just 
coincidence that the east llalt of part tvo coincides exactly 
(15 feet) vith the vldth of the parcel transferred to the owners 
of the corner lot In 1929. It Indicates -to ae chat the owners at 
that tlae recognised the east boundary of part three as the boundary 
betveen the lots fronting on Chaaplaln Street and the lands east 
of those lets. Tbe conveyance of the 15 X 20 foot strip of land 
by J. Ubald Parent to Fernand Lalonde on the 27th of January, 1972, 
shovs as veil that this fenced boundary vas still reeognlzed to 
situate the 15 X 20 foot parcel laaedlately to the north of part 
tvo and vas to coincide with the 15 feet vide parcel transferred 
In 1929 eo the ovners of the Lavigne property.

All of the transfers, Including the transfer of

20
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J. Vbald Parent to Hr. Laloade in 1972, preceded ths survey vork 
done on the premises by Mr. Gooch. Accordingly, all those persons 
bad ae tbeir disposal to effect the transfers, was the evidence on 
tha ground and che deed descriptions as veil as the hand drawn 
sketches attached to the deads. These hand drawn sketches do no 
more chan indicate the intantion of the parties as they. In no 
way, reflect momuaented measurements. Z accept the evidence of 
Mr. Cooeh, that in 1973 all of the ewldanee in place on the ground 
indicated that despite the dead description, the use or the occupa
tion made by the owners of tha eorntr lot to that date Indicates 
that the occupation vas to tha eaet limit of pare two.

Tha evidence found by Mr. Gooch in 1973, on the 
ground, confirms the evidence of the predecessors on title and 
those neighbors who re-counted the previous occupation of the 

15 Lavigne property by a bakery Including part two and some ares west 
of part two for a horse stable and a vehicle garage and access to 
them. Tha use by Mr. P.aquette and Labrlcha of part two with the 
remainder of the property as a lawn landscaped and maintained in 
tha usual way is as wall confirmed by Mr. Gooch. Indeed any changes 
in the use came whan Mr. Cl£roux fanead part two and attempted to 
establish his ownership of that parcel.

In. line with the Home^^Bank^of^^iy^d*, and the Ba teman 
decisions, it is my view chac the original east boundary of the lots 
fronting on Champlain Street, Including che Lavigne property, v*i 
the old pose and wire fence situated on tha east limit of part 
three, as shown on both Mr. Cooch's plans. Slnee no-original monu- 
meneacion can ba found, this old post and wire fanee Is the best 
evidence to be foumd as to the psactlcal location of the line mede 
at the tine whan the original moaumantatlon ware presumably In 
existence and well known.

With this finding than, tha 15 X 80 foot strip of 
land that was transferred to the predecessors on tha Lavigne*t

20
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title, extended to the east Halt of pert tvo on Mr. Gooch's plan. 
The 15 X 20 foot scrip of lend trensferred to Mr. Lelonde by 
Mr. Ferenc is situsted immediately north of the 15 X £0 foot piece 
of lend transferred to the predecessors on title to Mr. Lavlgne, end 
Z find thet ell of the use mede by she predecessors on title to the 
Levlgne property ves such thet their title v«i not extinguished by 
*ny use mede by Mr. Ferest on this pert tvo, end therefore cannot 
confer on the defendents any proprietary interest la pert tvo or 
the 15 X 20 foot percel of lend to vhlch 1 have referred.

Accordingly, elthough the deed of lend to the 
defendents indicates thet these vere trensferred, emong ocher lends, 
pert tvo on Mr. Gooch's plen.it is my vlev thet Mr. Ubald Parent 
did not ova pert tvo ec the time he effected che trensfer.

ZC is vorth noting, ae this time, thet Mr. Perent, 
en eighty yeer eld gentleman end a former secretary treesurer of 
the aunlclpelity la question, testified chat although he signed 
the 1976 deeleretlos escerelng ownership of pert tvo, that this 
ves en error. He steted thet he signed the subsequent declaration 
in 1980 to confirm this error, Za his testimony at trial, he 
eoaflrmed the evidence of Mr. Lebr%che, end Mr. Pequette, es veil 
es the evidence of others in relation to the existence of the 
bakery end the use mede by the bekery of pert tvo emong other lends.

I must say thet despite his eighty yesrs, Mr. Parent 
appeared very lucid, very strelght forverd, end very cendld in 
edmltting the mlstekes he hed mede. He no doubt felt remorseful 
for having mede the mlstekes thet he made, end thia shoved vhen he 
ves giving his testimony. No doubt the feet that he ves e notary 
end ves familiar vlth the preparation and registration of legel 
reel estate documents edded to his embarrassment. Nonetheless, 
vhen ell of the evidence la anelyzed, one has to conclude thst the 
statemeats mede by Mr. Perent in his 1976 decleretloa vere erroneous 
as veil as the inclusion of pert tvo in the deed to the defendants.
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For the m i B D t  I have stated, therefore, an order 
will go declaring the plilntlffs ovnera of pert tvo, plan 50R275 
deposited In the Registry Office for the registry region of Russell, 
and that the plaintiffs are the ovners of the brick shad as shovn 
on the same plan, es vail as tbe 15 X 20 foot parcel of land on 
vhich the brick shed stood until its recent demolition. The 
vesterly limit of that 15 X 20 foot parcel of lend coincides vith 
the east limit of part three on plan 50&275.

The order also Includes a mandatory direction to the 
defendants to remove the fence they have erected along the vest 
limit of said part tvo, and this to be completed vlthln 30 days of 
the issuance of this judgment. In the event that the defendants 
do not, for any reason, remove that fence vithln the time specified, 
tbe plaintiffs may thereafter, at their ovn expense, remove the 
fence in question and dispose of the materials as they see fit.

In so far as a motion vhich vas returnable on the 
trial date, brought by the plaintiffs for contempt against the 
defendants In relation to an order of this Court, made July 12,
1984, I'm not prepared to make such finding even though the defen
dants vare in the courtroom vhen the decision vas pronoueed and 
tbe order made, and the intention of the Court eould not have been 
misconstrued. Tha order Itself, on its face, may have been 
deficient and In this Instance, I am prepared to give che defendants 
the benefit of the doubt that the vords used In the vrltten order 
may give rise to some possible confusion. The motion, therefore, 
vill be diaalaaed.

One point arose in the evidence that no one antici
pated. That la that Mr. Ubald Parent, during hla tenure aa owner of 
the defendants' lands, Installed a drainage pipe along tha east 
limit of part tvo. It vas not determined exactly vhere these plpas 
are situated but it is obvious it could be and may vary vail 
encroach on part tvo, as they vere Installed vaat of the shrub line
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sbowa on Hr. Gooeh's 1973 plan. The evidence is see elear bue it 
appears to at reasonable to conclude that these pipes nave baaa in 
pla«« vail over tbe accessary tea years to constitute a right of 
easeaeat to tba defeadaats for dralaage purposes for tba northern 
portion of tbair lands. Accordingly, aa ordar vlll go confirming 
a dralaage aasaaant in favour of eba defendants though tba pipas 
presently installed at eha east limit of part tvo. la all thciz 
respeets, tba counterclaims of eba defendants art dismissed.

I indicated eo both eouasal, at eba conclusion of 
tbair subsissions, that although I would issue a vriecea Judgaene 
ia this matter and forward same to them, Z would reserve my 
daei&ion en the question of cost until they had aa opportuairy 
to sake submissions to me following receipt of the decision la 
question. I also indieatad to them, ae the time, that such sub- 

15 missions should be Bade in ay chamber* following motions and that 
they should eentact tba eourt office to ascertain a mutually 
satisfactory data for tbair eubaissions.
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